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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction of this matter pursuant to §§ 78A-3-102(4), 
78 A-4-103(2)(j), UCA (1953). 
ISSUE ON APPEAL 
Where, on motion to dismiss, no matters outside the pleadings are submitted, may 
the district court: (1) decline to deem established matters factually asserted in the Com-
plaint and not denied; (2) convert the motion to one for summary judgment; and (3) 
grant the latter motion upon the ground of failure to submit evidence of the uncontested 
factual allegations of the Complaint? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The issues presented raise only questions of law, reviewed for correctness, without 
deference to the views of the district court. Geisdorfv. Doughty, 972 P.2d 67, 69-70 
(Utah 1998); Robinson v. State, 20 R3d 396, 398 (Utah 2007); Oakwood Village LLC v. 
Albertsons, Inc., 104 P. 3d 1226, 1230 (Utah 2004). 
STATEMENT OF CASE/STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The following facts are stated in the Complaint, and in the judgment. 
1. June 2, 2008, Michelle Allred executed a Note and Trust Deed on Utah realty to 
Stearns Lending, Inc. The Note was thereafter attached to defendant's Motion to Dismiss 
as Exhibit "A". The Trust Deed is defendant's Exhibit "B". 
2. The Trust Deed identifies defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, 
Inc. ("MERS") as "nominee" of the lender, Steams, as "beneficiary" of the Trust Deed. 
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3. Stearns promptly sold the debt represented by the Note to the Federal National 
Mortgage Association ("Fannie Mae"). The business of Fannie Mae is the pooling of 
such loans and their re-sale as mortgage-backed securities, "securitization". 
4. The Complaint alleges the making, sale, and securitization of the loan in issue. 
5. December 8, 2009, following sale of the loan to Fannie Mae, MERS, through a 
substitute trustee named by it, attempted to foreclose the Trust Deed as beneficiary 
thereof. 
6. January 6, 2010 MERS attempted to assign the beneficial interest under the Trust 
Deed to Citimortgage, Inc. 
7. The Complaint herein (see Addendum) was filed February 17, 2010, asserting 
that sale of the loan to Fannie Mae, and any further re-sale as mortgage-backed securities, 
transferred the beneficial interest in the trust deed to the current owner of the debt, and 
that defendants, having been paid off in the sale of the loan, could not seek a second pay-
off by foreclosure of the Trust Deed. 
8. Defendants moved to dismiss. 
9. Following hearing on the motion to dismiss, and without notice, the district 
court, citing materials expressly incorporated in the Complaint (the Note, Trust Deed, and 
acknowledgment of sale of the loan to Fannie Mae), converted the motion to one for 
summary judgment. 
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10. Upon the ground that the uncontested allegations of securitization were merely 
stated in the Complaint, not shown by independent submission of evidence, the district 
court then granted summary judgment for defendants. 
11. A motion for reconsideration was timely filed and denied on September 27, 
2010. 
12. This appeal was timely filed October 27, 2010. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The Complaint herein presents a simple issue: where a real estate loan secured by a 
trust deed has been sold to an entity which securitized such loans, and re-sold to investors 
in such securities, may the original lender, which has been paid off, then foreclose the 
trust deed in its own behalf? The law on this issue is contained in Donaldson v. Grant, 49 
Pac. 776, 781 (Utah 1897) (" — we have no doubt that the endorsement and delivery of 
the note to plaintiff were equivalent to an assignment and delivery of the mortgage to him 
also") and § 57-1-35, UCA(1953): 
The transfer of any debt secured by a trust deed shall op-
erate as a transfer of the security therefor. 
An attempt by the original lender who sells the loan, to retain rights to foreclose under 
the trust deed, and thus obtain a double recovery, is an unenforceable "nullity." Carpen-
ter v. Longan, 83 U.S. 271, 275 (1872). See In re Vargas, 376 B.R. 511, 516-17 (Bankr., 
CD. Calif. 2008). 
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The issue under the Complaint was whether the original lender and its "nominee" 
could foreclose following a securitization of the loan. The Complaint factually asserted 
the securitization, which was not denied by defendant. 
The District Court nowhere found that these allegations did not state a proper claim 
for declaratory judgment and quiet title against foreclosure of the trust deed by the lender 
(or its "nominee") which had sold the loan. 
The District Court, without request to do so, attempted to convert a motion to dis-
miss these claims into one for summary judgment, on the ground that material included in 
the Complaint was indicative, but not definitive, of the admitted securitization. On this 
basis, the district court created a burden of proof on summary judgment to produce evi-
dence of the fact of securitization, ignoring the rule that on motion to dismiss, facts plead 
in the complaint must be deemed true. The district court thereby avoided the merits. 
The district court was without authority, under Rule 12(b), URCP or otherwise, to 
convert the motion into one for summary judgment, or to created a burden of proof in de-
fiance of the rule applicable to motions to dismiss. 
ARGUMENT 
THE FACTS ALLEGED IN THE COMPLAINT ARE DEEMED TRUE. 
It is familiar law that, on motion to dismiss, the facts alleged in the complaint are 
deemed true. Oakwood Village LLC v. Albertsons, Inc., 104 P. 3d 1226, 1230 (Utah 
2004); Beameau v. Martino, 223 P. 3d 1128, 1130 (Utah 2009). All inferences from such 
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facts are to be drawn in favor of complainant. Krouse v. Bower, 20 P. 3d 895, 897 (Utah 
2001). 
Documents attached to or referred to in the complaint are not "outside the Com-
plaint" for purposes of converting the motion to one for summary judgment. That a 
document included in the Complaint is deemed by the district court suggestive but not 
conclusive of the facts alleged in the complaint, is simply irrelevant. Oakwood Village, 
supra, 104 P. 3d at 1031. 
THAT "DEFENDANTS NO LONGER POSSESS A BENEFICIARY INTEREST IN 
THE DEED OF TRUST" IS DEEMED ESTABLISHED. 
It follows as a matter of law from § 57-1-35, UCA (1953) and Donaldson v. Grant, 
supra, that upon transfer of the loan, the beneficial interest in the deed of trust was trans-
ferred to the buyer(s) of the loan. The transfer of the loan, which the district court was 
required to deem admitted, therefore, established that, for the purposes of the motion to 
dismiss, defendant no longer had an interest to foreclose. The district court appears to 
have regarded the Trust Deed as some sort of contract by which the lender and its "nomi-
nee" kept the trust deed despite having sold the loan. Thus regarded, the Trust Deed be-
came an unenforceable "nullity." 
THERE WAS NO BASIS FOR CONVERSION. 
True it is that when a motion to dismiss is accompanied by 
affidavits it may be treated as a motion for summary judg-
ment, yet the court should not on his own initiative try to 
convert a motion for dismissal into one for summary judg-
ment. 
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Hilly. Grand Central Inc., All P.2d 150, 151 (Utah 1970). 
Upon the ground that "[a] motion to dismiss may be treated as a motion for sum-
mary judgment if 'matters outside the pleading are presented to and not excluded by the 
court'" (citing Oakwood Village, LLC v. Albertsons, Inc., 104 P.3d 1226, 1231 (Utah 
2004)), the court on its own initiative converted defendant's motion to dismiss to one for 
summary judgment. It did so on the basis of a web site page, a trust deed, and an assign-
ment of trust deed attached as Exhibits "C", "B" and "H", respectively, to the Complaint. 
The language of the trust deed then relied upon by the court was actually quoted at para-
graph 13 of the Complaint. 
The district court did not read the succeeding paragraph of Oakwood Village, su-
pra, which says: 
[A] document that is referred to in the complaint, even though 
not formally incorporated by reference or attached to the com-
plaint, is not considered to be a "matter outside the pleading." 
The matters which the district court treated as "outside the pleading" were plainly 
not matters outside the pleading under Rule 12(b), URCP. Oakwood, supra, 104 P.3d at 
1231. They were matters incorporated in the pleading, which, on motion to dismiss, are 
deemed uncontestable. E.g., Patterson v. American Fork City, 67 P.3d 466, 470 (Utah 
2003); Cazares v. Cosby, 65 R3d 1184, 1187 (Utah 2003). They provided no basis for 
converting defendant's Motion to Dismiss into one for summary judgment. 
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PLAINTIFF HAS BEEN DENTED OPPORTUNITY TO RESPOND. 
Rule 12(b) and Oakwood Village, supra, also specifically require that all parties be 
given "reasonable opportunity to present all material made pertinent to such a motion by 
Rule 56." It cannot be pretended that such opportunity was provided to plaintiff. "It is 
error to consider a motion to dismiss as one for summary judgment, without giving the 
adverse party an opportunity to present pertinent material." Strand v. Assoc. Students of 
U. of U., 561 R2d 191, 193 (Utah 1977). Tuttle v. Olds, 155 P. 3d 893, 896 (U. Apps. 
2007); Mackey v. Cannon, 996 P. 2d 1081, 1085 (U. Apps. 2000). 
The obvious purpose of the conversion of the motion in this case was to shift the 
burden of proof. Defendant was relieved of any burden to deny that the loan was sold 
and securitized, and plaintiff was burdened to provide counter evidence as if there had 
been submitted evidence the loan was not sold. The fact is that defendant does not deny 
that the loan was sold and securitized. Because there is no basis whatever for converting 
the motion to one for summary judgment, plaintiff's allegation in the Complaint that "the 
obligation under the Note was pooled and sold by Lender and/or a person or persons un-
known as securities to numerous investors unknown"1 is deemed true without more. This 
is the case whether Fannie Mae took part in the securitization or not. 
Obviously, plaintiff has not been provided opportunity of any kind to counter de-
fendant's non-denial of sale and securitization. 
1
 The allegation is plainly not a "conclusory allegation." See the definition of "conclu-
sory allegation" in Ellefsen v. Roberts, 526 P.2d 912, 915 (Utah 1974). 
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The record reveals that no notice was given to plain-
tiff (in advance of the memorandum decision) that the 
motion under Rule 12(b) would be treated as a Rule 56 
motion. We hold that it is necessary that the record 
clearly and affirmatively demonstrate that when a motion 
to dismiss is made and " matters outside the pleadings 
are presented to and not excluded by the court" that all 
parties are given reasonable opportunity to present 
additional pertinent material if they wish. 
Bekins Bar V Ranch v. Utah Farm Production Credit Ass yn., 587 R2d 151, 152 (Utah 
1978). 
In short, the court has given judgment to defendant, which does not and cannot 
deny that the loan was sold and securitized, on the basis of lack of evidence to the latter 
effect, without opportunity to provide evidence which all parties know was always read-
ily available. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The ruling of the district court converting defendant's motion to dismiss to one for 
summary judgment should be reversed, with instructions to the district court to deny the 
motion to dismiss. 
DATED this 28th day of January, 2011. 
S 
E. Craig Smay, Attorney for Appellant 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, PROVO DEPARTMENT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
COMMONWEALTH PROPERTY 
ADVOCATES, LLC, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC 
REGISTRATION SYSTEM, INC., 
CITIMORTGAGE, INC. and JOHN DOES 
OF UNKNOWN NUMBER, 
Defendants. 
ORDER ON MOTION TO DISMISS 
Case No.: 100400594 
Honorable James R. Taylor 
The matter came before the Court on the motion to dismiss filed by Defendants Mortgage 
Electronic Registration System, Inc. f'MERS"), and CitiMortgage, Inc. ("Citi") (collectively 
referenced as "Defendants") and on the motion for stay filed by Plaintiff Commonwealth 
Property Advocates, LLC ("Plaintiff). The Court heard oral argument on these motions on July 
DMWEST #7785218 v2 
2, 2010 and filed a memorandum decision on August 10, 2010. After reviewing the briefing 
presented by the parties, and hearing the oral argument of counsel, and good cause appearing, the 
Court hereby finds as follows: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. On or about June 2, 2008, Michelle Allred purchased a home (the "'Property") in 
Utah County, Utah. 
2. In order to finance the Property, Ms. Allred received a loan in the amount of 
$417,000.00 from Stearns Lending, Inc. ("Stearns" or "Lender")-
3. In conjunction with the loan, Ms. Allred executed a Promissory Note (the 
"Note"). 
4. Pursuant to the Note, the Lender is Stearns Lending, Inc. 
5. Ms Allred also executed a Deed of Trust ("Trust Deed") to secure the Note. 
6. Stearns was identified as the Lender under the Trust Deed. 
7. The Trust Deed identifies MERS as "acting solely as a nominee for Lender and 
Lender's successors and assigns" and also names MERS as the "beneficiary under this Security 
Instrument." 
8. Through a series of quitclaim deeds the interest of Ms. Allred in the Property was 
transferred to Plaintiff. 
9. Ms. Allred failed to meet her obligations under the Note. 
10. On December 8, 2009, attorney Paul M. Halliday was named successor trustee 
("Successor Trustee") under the Trust Deed. 
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11. On December 8, 2009, the Successor Trustee recorded a Notice of Default and 
Election to Sell the Property (uNotice of Default"). 
12. MERS assigned its beneficial interest in the Trust Deed to Citi as reflected on the 
Assignment of Deed of Trust (wt Assignment"), which was recorded on January 6, 2010. 
13. Plaintiff filed its complaint on or about February 16, 2010. 
14. Defendants moved to dismiss the action on April 5, 2010. 
15. Plaintiff filed a motion for stay on April 6, 2010. 
16. The Property was sold to the Federal National Mortgage Association (aFannie 
Mae") at a foreclosure sale held on April 8, 2010. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
A motion to dismiss may be treated as a motion for summary judgment wif matters 
outside the pleadings are presented to and not excluded by the court" and all parties receive 
"reasonable opportunity to present all material made pertinent to such a motion by Rule 56." 
Oakwood Vill. LLC v. Albertsons, Inc., 2004 UT 101, K 12, 104 P.3d 1226. '"Matters outside 
the pleading' include any written or oral evidence which substantiates and does not merely 
reiterate what is said in the pleadings." Id. (internal citations and punctuation omitted.) In this 
case, both Plaintiff and Defendants have offered matter outside the pleadings in support of their 
arguments. Plaintiff sought to substantiate his claim that the mortgage securing the Property has 
been securitized by relying upon a printout of a webpage from Fannie Mae's website ("Fannie 
Mae Webpage"). Defendants substantiated their claim by presenting the Trust Deed and the 
Assignment. 
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Summary judgment "shall be rendered if the pleadings, deposition, answers to 
interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no 
genuine issue of material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of 
law." Utah R. Civ. P. 56(c). Additionally, "the facts and all reasonable inferences drawn 
therefrom [are viewed] in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party." Jackson v. Mateus, 
2003 UT 18, f 2, 70 P.3d 78 (internal citations omitted). Summary judgment "denies the 
opportunity of trial [and so] should be granted only when it clearly appears that there is no 
reasonable probability the party moved against could prevail.1" Utah State Univ. v. Sutro & Co., 
646 P.2d 715, 720 n.14 (Utah 1982). Further, "it is inappropriate for courts to weigh disputed 
material facts in ruling on a summary judgment. It matters not that the evidence on one side may 
appear to be strong or even compelling. One sworn statement under oath is all that is needed to 
dispute the averments of the other side of the controversy and create an issue of fact, precluding 
the entry of summary judgment." Lucky Seven Rodeo Corp. v. Clark, 755 P.2d 750, 752 (Utah 
Ct. App. 1988) (internal citations omitted). 
The moving party has the burden of presenting evidence to demonstrate that no genuine 
issue of material fact exists and that judgment as a matter of law is appropriate. Utah R. Civ. P. 
56(c). Once the moving party challenges an element of the nonmoving party's case on the basis 
that no genuine issue of material fact exists, the "adverse party may not rest upon the mere 
allegations or denials of the pleadings, but the response . . . must set forth specific facts showing 
that there is a genuine issue for trial." Utah R. Civ. P. 56(e).; see, e.g., Grand County v. Rogers, 
2002 UT 25, 44 P.3d 734. The nonmoving party must submit more then mere conclusory 
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assertions that an issue of material fact exists to establish a genuine issue. Utah R. Civ. P. 56(e); 
see also Arnica Mut. Ins. Co. v. Schettier, 768 P.2d 950 (Utah Ct. App. 1989). 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Plaintiff alleges four causes of action in its complaint. The premise underlying each of 
these causes of action is an assertion that Defendants lost the right to initiate foreclosure 
proceedings on the Property when the Note was "securitized." Plaintiff insists that Stearns sold 
the Trust Deed and Note to Fannie Mae (Complaint, j^ 19.) As proof of this sale. Plaintiff 
attaches the Fannie Mae Webpage to the complaint as Exhibit C, which states that wit appears 
Fannie Mae owns the loan." Plaintiff further alleges that even though the Note has been 
transferred "no transferee thereof has recorded a copy of any security agreement providing any 
security interest in the Trust Deed . . . in order to perfect any right of enforcement under § 70 A-
9a-607(l), Utah Code Ann. 1953." (Complaint, H 21.) Plaintiff urged the Court to conclude that 
"[a]s a result of the transfer of the Note as part of a securities transact!on[], and of the lack of 
such recordings, Lender and defendants are not the present holder(s) of the Note or the obligees 
thereon." (Complaint, ^ 22.) 
Defendant challenge the contention that they are not presently empowered to foreclose on 
the Property. Defendants argue that a transfer of the Note had no effect upon the power of 
MERS. as a nominee, to foreclose, regardless of who may have purchased, in whatever form, the 
right to receive payment under the Note. 
Under the express terms of the Trust Deed, "[tjhe beneficiary for this Security Instrument 
is MERS (solely as nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns) and the successors 
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and assigns of MERS." Moreover, pursuant to the express powers given to MERS, MERS was 
granted the right to act in the stead of Stearns, including the right to foreclose upon and sell the 
Property. The Trust Deed provides: 
Borrower understands and agrees that MERS holds only legal title 
to the interest granted by Borrower in this Security Instrument, but 
,. . MERS (as nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and 
assigns) has the right: to exercise any or all of [Lender's] interests, 
including, but not limited to. the right to foreclose and sell the 
Property, and to take any action required of Lender including, but 
not limited to, releasing and canceling this Security Instrument. 
The plain language of the Trust Deed conflicts with the inference suggested, but not established, 
by the vague language included in the Fannie Mae webpage. The principle assumption 
underlying each of Plaintiff s causes of action is that Defendants lost their rights under the Trust 
Deed because they sold the Note to Fannie Mae. However, umere conclusory allegations in a 
pleading, unsupported by a recitation of relevant surrounding facts, are insufficient to preclude 
dismissal or summary judgment." Chapman v. Primary Children's Hosp., 784 P.2d 1181, 1186 
(Utah 1989). Plaintiff has not recited any facts that could reasonably demonstrate that 
Defendants no longer possess an interest in the Trust Deed. On the other hand, the express terms 
of the Trust Deed unassailably provide that MERS has the right to foreclose upon the Property, 
even if Stearns sold the Note. Additionally, pursuant to the Assignment, which is valid, Citi 
holds the beneficial interest under the Trust Deed. 
In light of the foregoing, Defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Plaintiff 
took the Property subject to the Trust Deed since "[a| grantee under a quitclaim deed acquires 
only the interest of his grantor *be that interest what it may.'" Johnson v. Bell, 666 P.2d 308, 
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312 (Utah 1983). MERS, in accordance with the express terms of the Trust Deed, held the right 
to foreclose on the Property. MERS retained the right to foreclose on the Property in the event 
Ms. Allred failed to meet her obligations under the Note, and validly assigned that power to Citi. 
See Utah Code Ann. § 70A-3-203(2). 
ORDER 
1. Pursuant to Utah R. Civ, P. 12(b), Defendants' motion to dismiss is converted to a 
motion for summary judgment. 
2. There are no genuine issues as to any material fact and as a result Defendants' 
motion is granted and the Court hereby enters judgment as a matter of law in Defendants' favor 
on all of Plaintiffs claims. 
3. Plaintiffs motion to stay, motion for service by publication, and declaration are 
denied as moot. 
DATED this
 c ? 7 day of S V J Q > 2010. 
BY THE CO* 
Honorable James 
Fourth Judicial District Cadrt' 
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NOTICE TO ATTORNEYS OF RECORD 
E. Craig Smay 
174 E. South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
You will please take notice that the undersigned, attorneys for Mortgage Electronic 
Registration System, Inc., and CitiMortgage, Inc., will submit the above and foregoing Order to 
the Honorable James R. Taylor for signature, upon the expiration of five (5) days from the date 
of this notice, unless written objection is filed prior to that time, pursuant to Rule 7(f)(2) of the 
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
DATED this 3rd day of September 2010. 
Anthony C. Kaye, Esq. 
Steven D. Burt, Esq. 
BALLARD SPAHR LLP 
Attorneys for Defendants Mortgage Electronic 
Registration System, Inc., and CitiMortgage, 
Inc\ 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER ON 
MOTION TO DISMISS to be mailed, postage prepaid, this _ZQ_ day of S g ^ f 
2010 to: 
Anthony C. Kaye, Esq. 
Steven D. Burt, Esq. 
BALLARD SPAHR LLP 
201 South Main Street, Suite 800 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-2221 
E. Craig Smay 
174E. South Temple 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
CLERK OF THE COURT: 
BV ^buokh^ 
Deputy Clerk 
DMWEST #7785218 v2 9 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct of copy of the foregoing proposed ORDER ON 
MOTION TO DISMISS was served to the following this 3rd day of September 2010, in the 
manner set forth below: 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[X] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ J Federal Express 
[ ] Certified Mail, Receipt No , return receipt requested 
E. Craig Smay 
174 E. South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
DMWEST #7785218 v2 10 
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?i&LE ,0 F U 7*H UTAH COUNTY 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Commonwealth Property Advocates, LLC, : 
Plaintiff : Ruling 
vs. : Date: September 27,2Q3 0 
Mortgage Electronic Registration System, : Case Number: 100400594 
Inc., Citimortgage, Inc. et al, 
Defendants : Division VII: Judge James R. Taylor 
This matter is before the Court for consideration of a proposed Order on Motion to 
Dismiss and a Motion to Reconsider. The motion to reconsider does not raise additional 
substantive issues and is denied. The proposed order was provided to opposing counsel as 
required by the rule. More than 8 days have passed and no objection to the form of the order has 
been filed. The Court is satisfied that the order conforms to the decision of the Cburt and will 
therefore sign the proposed order, forthwith. 
Dated this^ZlUay-ef-^ctober, 2010 
A certificate of mailing is on the following page. 
Page 1 of 2 
CPA v. MERS et al 100400594 Ruling 9/27/10 
Copies of this Order mailed to: 
Counsel for the Plaintiff: 
E Craig Smay 
174 E. South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Counsel for the Defendants* 
Anthony C. Kaye 
Steven D. Burt 
One Utah Centex, Suite 800 
201 South Main Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-2221 
Mailed this 7^ 1 day of _ 2010, postage pre-paid as noted above. 
^L 
Court Clerk 
Page 2 of 2 
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E. Craig Smay #2985 
174 E. South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone Number (801) 539-8515 
Fax Number (801) 539-8544 
Property: Hillside 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, 
STATE OF UTAH, UTAH COUNTY 
COMMONWEALTH PROPERTY 
ADVOCATES, LLC. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRA-
TION SYSTEMS, INC., CTTIMORT- . 
GAGE, INC., AND JOHN DOES OF UN-
KNOWN NUMBER, 
Defendants. 
COMPLAINT 
civiiNo. l0oLfoo<L9iy-
Hon. 
Plaintiff complains of defendants, and for cause of action alleges as follows: 
PARTIES, JURISDICTION, VENUE 
1. Plaintiff is a Utah limited liability corporation, having its principle address at 10291 S. 
1300 E. #120, Sandy, Utah 84094. 
2. Defendant original Beneficiary, Mortgage Electronic Registration System, Inc., is a 
Delaware corporation, with its principle place of business in Virginia. 
3. Defendant successor Beneficiary, CitiMortgage, Inc., is a New York corporation, with 
its principle place of business in Missouri. 
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4. Hie unnamed defendants are persons who may have or assert an interest in the subject 
property as investors in the obligation purportedly secured thereby. 
5. The Court has jurisdiction of this action pursuant to §78B-6-401 et seq. (declaratory 
judgment) and §78B-6-1301 et seq. (quiet title), Utah Code Ann. 1953. 
6. The situs of the property the subject of this action is Utah County, Utah. Venue is 
proper in Utah County. 
BACKGROUND FACTS 
7. Plaintiff purchased for value and is the owner of the property located at 3152 East 
Hillside Drive, Eagle Mountain, Utah 84005, in Utah County (hereinafter "the subject prop-
erty"), under a deed thereto made and recorded on December 31, 2009, and found at Entry 
#133399:2009 in the Utah County Recorder's Office, a copy of which is attached hereto as Ex-
hibit "A." 
8. Plaintiff purchases toxic assets from homeowners after they have been unable to suc-
cessfully resolve issues with their Lenders. Said purchases occur prior to foreclosure with the 
intention of exhausting all possible remedies in order to keep families from being displaced from 
their homes. 
9. On or about June 2,2008, plaintiff's predecessor in title, executed a Promissory Note 
(hereinafter 'the Note") in favor of Lender Stearns Lending, Inc.. Defendant Beneficiary Citi-
Mortgage, Inc. purports to be the successor in interest thereto. Plaintiff is not a party to said 
Note and has not assumed the obligation thereunder. On information and belief the original of 
said Note was then retained by Lender Stearns Lending, Inc.. 
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10. On or about June 2,2008, plaintiffs predecessor in title made and delivered the Deed 
of Trust (hereinafter "the Trust Deed"), a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "Ba" con-
veying the subject property in trust for the purposes recited therein to First American Title. Trus-
tee Paul M Halliday, Jr. purports to be the successor thereof and the foreclosing Trustee. Said 
Trust Deed was recorded on June 6, 2008 and found at Entry #66488:2008 in the Utah County 
Recorder's Office. 
11. Said Trust Deed names as beneficiary thereof Mortgage Electronic Registration 
Systems, Inc. (hereinafter "MERS") acting solely as nominee for Lender and Lender's succes-
sors and assigns, and the successors and assigns of MERS. 
12. MERS is a private corporation that administers the MERS system, a national elec-
tronic registry that tracks the transfer of ownership interests and servicing rights in mortgage 
loans. Through the MERS system, MERS becomes the mortgagee of record for participating 
members through assignment of the members interests to MERS. MERS is listed as the grantee 
in the official records maintained at county recorders offices. The lenders retain the promissory 
notes as well as the servicing rights to the mortgages. The lenders can then sell these interests to 
investors. 
13. The Trust Dood recites that the beneficiary of this security instrument is MERS 
(solely as nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns) and the successors and as-
signs of MERS and 
"Borrower understands and agrees that MERS holds only legal title to the interests 
granted by Borrower in this Security Instrument, but, if necessary to comply with law or 
custom, MERS (as nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns) has the 
right to exercise any or all of these interests, including, but not limited to, the right to 
foreclose and sell the property; and to take any action required of Lender including, but 
not limited to, releasing and canceling this Security Instrument." 
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14. A Servicer was designated to act as the representative/agent for the holder of the 
Note and the corresponding Trust Deed. 
15. At the time of obtaining a deed to the subject property, plaintiff lacked notice, actual 
or constructive, of any interest therein except the interest of plaintifTs grantor and any iiaterest of 
defendant original Beneficiary MERS and Trustee under the Trust Deed. 
16. Lender Stearns Lending, Inc. (hereinafter "Lender") was provided a line of credit by 
an undisclosed warehouse lender, pending pooling of the Note with other such instruments, and 
sale of the pooled instruments as securities to unknown investors. 
17. Lender has been reimbursed all sums advanced by it in connection with the Note. 
18. Lender's function was limited to obtaining the Note, in exchange for a fee, as a pre-
liminary step to "securitization" of the obligation under said Note as described herein. 
19. The obligation under the Note was pooled and sold by Lender and/or a person or per-
sons unknown as securities to numerous investors unknown. Attached as Exhibit "C" is a con-
firmation from Fannie Mae that the Note in question was sold by Lender to Fannie Mae as an 
intermediary step in the securitization of the Note. The diagram, attached as Exhibit "D," ob-
tained from Fannie Mae's website outlines the process by which Fannie Mae purchases loans 
from Lenders, bundles them into mortgage-backed securities, and then sells the mortgage-backed 
securities to investors. 
20. Upon information and belief, such investors and/or the person or persons unknown 
who sold such securities have obtained insurance against default on the underlying obligations in 
the form of "credit default swaps" or other similar instruments. 
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21. Notwithstanding the transfer of the obligation under said Note as herein described, 
no transferee thereof has recorded a copy of any security agreement providing any security inter-
est in the Trust Deed or any appropriate affidavits, pursuant to Section §70A-9a-607(2), Utah 
Code Ann. 1953, in order to perfect any right of enforcement under §7QA-9a-607(l), Utah Code 
Ann. 1953. 
22. As a result of the transfer of the Note as part of a securities transactions, and of the 
lack of such recordings, Lender and defendants are not the present holder(s) of the Note or the 
obligee(s) thereon, and plaintiff, and, upon information and belief, defendants, do not know who 
is or are the present holders) of the Note, or the obligee(s) thereon. 
23. The Trust Deed was not assigned or transferred of record, in whole or in part, until 
after the alleged default of the Note. 
24. Plaintiff, and plaintiffs predecessor, having a right under the Note and federal law to 
do so, repeatedly demanded of the Servicer, who purports to have a relationship in the nature of 
agency with persons to whom the Note and/or Trust Deed may be assigned, and/or persons in 
fiduciary relationships to such assignees, all information and records showing transfer of the 
Note to any person or persons, for the purposes, among others, of determining the proper per-
son^) to receive payments under the Note, or to negotiate payment or reinstatement of the obli-
gation, or to obtain acknowledgment of proper application of payments. The aforementioned 
demand letters are attached as Exhibit "E." No qualified response was provided. 
25. On or about December 8,2009, Trustee Paul M Halliday, purporting to act for origi-
nal Beneficiary defendant MERS, served a Notice of Default and Election to Sell the subject 
property, attached hereto as Exhibit "F." 
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26. On or about December 8,2009, successor Trustee Paul M Halliday, Jr., purporting to 
act for successor Beneficiary defendant CitiMortgage, Inc., served a Substitution of Trustee, at-
tached hereto as Exhibit "G." At such time, defendant MERS remained the Beneficiary of record 
for the Trust Deed as beneficial interest had not been assigned to defendant CitiMortgage, Inc.. 
27. On or about January 6, 2010, an Assignment of Deed of Trust, attached as Exhibit 
"H," was recorded by Kim Krakoviak, Vice President of defendant MERS assigning beneficial 
interest to defendant CitiMotgage, Inc.. Upon further invetigation it was discovered tlliat Kim 
Krakoviak is not a Vice President at MERS, but is actually an employee of CitiMortgage at 1000 
Technology Dr. MS323, OTallon, MO 63368-2240. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION-ESTOPPEL/DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
28. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1-27 hereinabove. 
29. The Servicer of the Note purports in the Trust Deed to have a relationship in the na-
ture of agency with persons to whom the Note and/or Trust Deed may be assigned, and/or per-
sons in fiduciary relationships to such assignees. 
30. By permitting the Servicer to so represent its capacity, defendant Beneficiaries and 
any assignees have conferred upon said Servicer the right and obligation to disclose and assert 
the interests of such assignees as necessary to protect such interests. 
31. The refusal of the Servicer, upon demand, to disclose such interests is binding upon 
their assignees. 
32. The result of such behavior by the Servicer, defendant Beneficiaries, and such as-
signees, is to subject borrowers and their successors in title, including plaintiff, to risks, abuses, 
and prejudice, and to render impossible proper discharge of the obligation on the Note. 
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33. As a result of such behavior, defendant Beneficiaries, and such assignees, including 
those served by publication herein, are estopped to assert any present default on the Note, or 
power of sale under the Trust Deed 
34. An actual controversy exists between plaintiff and defendants regarding the amena-
bility of the subject property to sale by defendants, which may be resolved by the Court pursuant 
to §78B-6-401, et seq., Utah Code Ann. 1953 (Supp. 2008). 
35. The Court should appropriately advance this matter on the calendar as provided by 
Rule 57, U.R.C.P., and promptly enter its Order declaring that defendants, including unnamed 
defendants who have asserted no assignment of the Trust Deed, lack any interest under the Trust 
Deed which may be enforced by lien upon or sale of the subject property. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION: DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
36. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1-35 hereinabove. 
37. Defendant CitiMortgage, Inc. was assigned beneficial interest in the Note/Trust Deed 
after the alleged default in violation of Section §70A-3-302(b), Utah Code Ann. 1953. 
38. As a result of such transfers of the Note as a security, the Servicer, defendant Benefi-
ciaries, and successor Trustee: 
a. do not know whether a default had occurred, or had been declared by the actual 
holders) of the obligation under the Note; 
b. lacked authority to declare a default or otherwise pursue collection of the obli-
gation under the Note; 
c. lack authority to sell the subject property or to distribute any proceeds thereof; 
d. are not entitled to any of such proceeds on their own account; 
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e. cannot give a trustee's deed which is free and clear of the obligation under the 
Note; 
f. cannot give an enforceable release of the Trust Deed. 
39. In the event that any investor in the obligation under the Note, or any assignee of an 
interest in the Note, did not obtain assignment of the Trust Deed, the obligation under the Note 
has, to that extent, become unsecured, and the Note and Trust Deed, may not be foreclosed. 
40. Plaintiff, and plaintiff's predecessor, at any time relevant hereto, by diligent search or 
otherwise, could not have discovered, without the assistance of the Servicer and, consequently, 
the named defendants, the identities of any assignee of any interest in the Note or Trust Deed, or 
the present holder(s) of the Note, or the interest of any such person as the result of any such as-
signment. Plaintiff's predecessor was thereby prevented from properly discharging the qbliga-
tion under the Note, and plaintiff is a bona fide purchaser for value of the subject property with-
out notice of any claim of any such assignee. 
41. Said Notice of Default, Exhibit "F," threatens plaintiff with the improper foreclosure 
and extra-judicial sale of the subject property within a time certain or that may be made certain. 
42. An actual controversy exists between plaintiff and defendants regarding the amena-
bility of the subject property to sale by defendants, which may be resolved by the Court pursuant 
to §78B-6-401, Utah Code Ann. 1953 (Supp. 2008). 
43. The Court should appropriately advance this matter on the calendar as provided by 
Rule 57, U.RC.R, and promptly enter its Order declaring that defendants, including unnamed 
defendants who are not assignees of the Trust Deed, lack any interest under the Trust Deed which 
may be enforced by lien upon or sale of the subject property-
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION: QUIET TITLE 
44. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1-43 hereinabove. 
45. The transfer of the Note as part of a security subjects plaintiff to potential multiple 
and unpredictable recoveries, or attempts to recover, against the subject property. 
46. The failure of defendant Beneficiaries and successor Trustee to retain any interest in 
the obligation under the Note voided any title or power they might have under the Trust Deed, 
and rendered said Trust Deed unenforceable by them. 
47. The inability of plaintiff to safely discharge any lien of the Trust Deed against the 
subject property in fevor of assignees of interest in the Note and Trust Deed, and the threat of 
multiple recoveries or attempts to recover against the subject property, constitute a cloud on 
plaintiff's title which can only be removed by requiring all such assignees to appear and assert 
their interests and the extent to which any obligation owing to them has not been discharged by 
payment, including collections on insurance against default, or, failing such assertion of claims, 
entry of a decree of quiet title freeing the subject property from the lien of such an obligation. 
48. Recordation of plaintiff's deed to the subject property prior to the recordation of any 
assignment of the Trust Deed, renders any such assignments void and unenforceable against the 
subject property under §57-3-102 and 57-3-103, Utah Code Ann. 1953. 
49. The Court, pursuant to §78B-6-1301 et seq., Utah Code Ann (1953) (Supp. 2008), 
should enter its Order herein forthwith quieting title to the subject property in plaintiff and 
against defendants, including all those served by publication, freeing title to the subject property 
of the lien of the Trust Deed and leaving any obligation under the Note unsecured by any interest 
in the subject property. 
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION: REFUND, FEES AND COSTS 
50. Plaintiff incorporates herein by reference paragraphs 1-49 hereinabove. 
51. The Trust Deed has been unenforceable by defendant Beneficiaries from the first 
transfer of the Note as set out hereinabove. 
52. Defendant Beneficiaries and successor Trustee's pretense of authority to foreclose, or 
attempt to foreclose, under the Trust Deed were fraudulent. 
53. Defendant Beneficiaries' assertions to the Court herein that they hold and are entitled 
to enforce the obligation of the Note would constitute a fraud upon the Court, subjecting defen-
dants to sanctions and imposition of fees and costs under §78-5-825, U. C.A. (1953). 
54. The Court should enter its Order herein forthwith to defendant Beneficiaries, jointly 
and severally, to pay to plaintiff its fees and costs, together with a reasonable attorney's fee, to be 
shown by affidavit, and to reimburse to plaintiff fees and charges under the Note and Trust Deed. 
Wherefore, plaintiff prays that the Court enter its Order herein: 
1. Declaring that defendant Beneficiaries and successor Trustee lack any interest in the 
subject property which might permit them to foreclose, or attempt to foreclose, the Trust Deed 
and/or to sell the subject property; 
2. Tenninating all present collection activities upon any security in the subject property 
and enjoining any further such collection actions not originated by the holder of the Note. 
3. Declaring that the Trust Deed is not a lien against the subject property, ordering tibe 
immediate release of the Trust Deed of record, and quieting title to the subject property in plain-
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tiff and against defendants and all claiming by, through, or under them, including unnamed de-
fendants served by publication; 
4. Refunding to plaintiff from defendant Beneficiaries, jointly and severally, all fees and 
charges paid under the Trust Deed, and awarding plaintiff its cost of the action, including a rea-
sonable attorney's fee; and 
5. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just in the premises. 
RESPECTFULLY submitted on February 16,2010,
 y / 
E. Craig Smajj, Attorney for Pis 
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EXHIBIT 
"A" 
Recording requested by and when recorded, 
mail this Deed and Tax Statements to; 
Commonwealth Property Advocates, IXC 
10291 Sooth 1900 East, Suite 120 
Sandy, UT 84094 
ORIGINAL RECORD: 
Entry #875662009 
Recorded: Angnct 11, 2009 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
AFN/Tax/Parcel#: 46-536-0406 
ENT 1 3 3 3 9 9 : 2 0 0 9 P6 1 of 1 
RODNEY D . CAMPBELL 
U T A H COUNTY RECORDER 
200? Dec 31 12:20 Pi FEE 11.00 BY EO 
RECORDED FOR WATSON, DHAYNE 
FOR V A L U A B L E CONSIDERATION, receipt of w h i c h i s hereby a c k n o w l e d g e d , Jeris Baker & D w a y n e 
K. Watson Trustees of the DKW Irrevocable Trust (as the sole and separate property of Midielle Allred) 
(Grantor), whose address is 3152 East Hillside Drive, Eagle Mountain, Utah 84005, does hereby 
REMISE, RELEASE, GRANT, AND FOREVER QUITCLAIM to Commonwealth Property Advocates, 
LLC located at 10291 South 1300 East, Suite 120 Sandy, UT 84094 the real property commonly described 
as 3152 East Hillside Drive Eagle Mountain, Utah 84005, and legally described as LOT408, PLAT "4" 
MEADOW RANCH SUBDIVISION, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF ON FILE AND 
OFRECORDINTHE UTAH COUNTY RECORDER'S OFFICE. 
Executed on December 28, 2009, under penall 
i^W- /£t&**\ 
Grantor. Jeris Baker & Dwayne JL Watson 
property of Michelle Allred) 
JURAT 
State of Utah 
County of Utah } 
Subscribed, sworn to, and affirmed before me on December 28,2009 by Jeris Baker & Dwayne IC Watson 
Trustees ofthe DKW Irrevocable Trust (as the sole and separate property of Michelle Allred) who 
proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be die riaturalperson(s) who appeared before me. 
' C C f l f ^ - ^ -
Notary Public 
E X H I B I T 
" B " 
Recorded Documents:: Print Que Page 1 of 13 
Return To: 
STEARNS LENDING, INC 
4 HiriTON CENTRE DRIVE, SUITE 
SM 
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA *27OT~ 
S7tl 
Attn.; SHIPPING DEPTiDOC 
CONTROL 
LeunN*4 42001*94 
Prepared By: 
sa-sprSTg/ _ 
ISem* Abu* Tan U K Far KM meteg Bawl DEED OF TRUST 
MINI*l t>3 0lm1llKl33 
MERS TELEPHONE: <SB8)«7M377 
OOTNITTONS 
Wads axed in mvlnpleseetiott^ 11, 
13. II. 20 aid 21. Certsfonilmremwlmf mcam)^ 
(A) "Security lueirmcnl" m e m 
document 
(B) "Borrower" » MICHELLE ALLRED. Borrower fell* trustor under this Seority hvmimnmt 
(C) MUMtaTk STEARNS LENDING. I N C Lender * a corporation organized and existing umferlhe lews 
of the Slate ef CALIFORNIA LenderVieomwkdl l t jrTONCEr^^ 
CALIFORNIA nm*m. 
(D) ^ r g ^ * is FIRST AMIJUCAN TITLE 
(E) "MERS" b Mortgage EfecirotifcRegn^^ MERS k a separate cwpoialian that is acting 
fOterymencmiaoelbrUrKJerBndLondert MERS It dag hegeflclery unisr efcie Security 
lantivmeut MERS it organized and existing under (fee tewt of Delaware and lies an address and telephone 
number oTP.O. Box 2W6, Flint. Ml 41501 -2026,toi.i*tS)679-MERS 
(F) ••Nate" means the promissory note seized by Borrower end dated June 2, 2000. The Note slates tnat 
Borrower owe* U n t o r o w HoedwwiSe^ 
Bonower te promn^ lo pay ^ debt in lef^dar F ^ ^ 
mt. 
(G) "Fwpirty* means the property that is described below under the heading "Transfer of Rights in the 
Property" 
(H) "Lee*" meamfcV debt evkkmced fey g H e N ^ 
under the Note, and ill earns due under this Seotrity laetntmcnt, plus interest. 
(I) "Rlucts* means all Riders to this Security faaewwr* wet are executed by Borrower. The following 
Riders are to be executed by Borrower [check box as applicable): 
( ] Adjustable Rate Rider 1 ) Qmlommmm Rider [ ] Second Home Rider 
[ ] BslkJonRider ( 1 Pm?medUii*r>vek>p«oentRi<k>r ( ) M Family Rider 
{ ] VARSdar ( ) Biweekly foment Rider { ] Oma^s) {specify) 
(J) «AapBrahle Law" mains all conotOling applicable federal state and local sututet, regular kms, ordinances 
and tdmsnbjrattve rules and orders {met have the effect of law) as well as all applicable final, nonappealable 
Judicial opinion*. 
UTAH**** FawX>«ftMk ftSMfftaMIt MAC UNIFORM INSTRUMENT WITH MIAS 
*AftJTMceos)02 rage i «r 13 
aecracrtd 
remjeme> 
http://docimg.co.utah.ut.us/bmiweb/piTnt,asp?Coiint== 13&Ouerv= 1 &Pagp= i J&PO
 M C ; ~ — I <> *> /< ** *** ** 
Recorded Documents:: Print Que Page 2 of 13 
EOT 6 6 4 8 6 : 2 0 0 6 PC it if 1* 
(K) "Caauuneiiy Aeaecsefiea Due*, Fats, and Anaaimanti* means all dues, fens, aseassniante and other 
charges that art snooted an Borrower or me Property by a lomlcniamiini association, hoaacowncis association or 
Sim iter organ ration. 
<L) "Eleefaeufc land* Transfer" meant any transfer of Junds, other than a transaction originated by check, 
<*r»?\ or *imilar paper n j tn ir^^ 
ormagiirtfetaBceaattoofte.foeir^ Soehtenn 
imhidav but b not limned to, poast-otatfe frarafers, automated latter nmohine transaction*, (transfers initiated by 
telephone, wire transfers, and aimanatud clcanaghoaic tienafai 
(M) M t e t ^ l s s « » i M k s m * ^ 
(N) "Msstilanioas PtncneeV' maana any conyanaafkn, acttkracnt, award of damage*, or arooeeos paid by 
any the-dpaity(omef then auuraatt 
oV»*uetnm of, the Property; ffl 
HeuofcoiidefiMaitio^orW 
CO) "Mortgage Insurance* means tosurance protecting Lender against the nonpayniant of; or aefeuk on, the 
(f) «r*riedfc rnya*a^ meam te 
Note, pk* (ii) any arooMnti ario^Sactkm3ofthttSeourity iinainrjom. 
(Q) "RstSPA* maana the Roal Estate Settlement Procedures Ad (12 U.S.C. Section 2*01 et scq ) and its 
irnpkioaR^ regulation, Regulation X (24 CF.lt Part 3500), w they might be aintodod from time to time, or any 
eddttor*4 or successor legrsiaikw ^ A» usad in tins Security 
liMtrurnent, "RESPA" refers to alt itqiiirmeius and rastrfcuont mat are imposed in regard to a "federally related 
mortgage km" even if the Loan does not o^Iify as a ufecnrs% lariart 
(6) ^oocawirfe latere* of BaiTWw<r»inea^ 
that party rav ainnned ksorrowtr's o ^ 
TllAWr^C^RKJHTSWTHEPROTERTY 
The beneficiary of mis Security Instrument b MERS (solely m nwninet for tender and Under*! successors and 
assign)and lav slices****** T i b Security fnstnimem aaeurtt 
the Loan, and ill renewals, axtomkms and modification of the Mote; and (ii) the peifermanoa of Borrower's 
covenants 1*1 e|twmem» uncbr thk Security lmtruTae* arnl ihc Note. For this purpose. Borrower irrevocably 
grants, conveys and warrants to Trustee, in trost,whhrxww of i a f e , t t e ^ 
County fTypf af nstwiini Jwirticnm)of UTAH fNawnaf MC»*<H Jarties«*»E 
LOT 4H, PLAT H<M M l U l X > W I i A I K » 5 U » l V I S I 0 r ^ 
THE*»WONnUEA!TOOrRfcX0l iDW 
Tax Serial Number. 4< « < • < • ! 
which currently has the address of 
3152 EAST HILLSIDE DRIVE (*"*] 
EAGLE MOUNTAIN {Cay), Utah 040*5 |2a>Cbdt) ("Property Address"): 
UTAMSMfW fmO^UmthMmflPnMk MM UNfiORM MmtUMENT WltHl MEftS r«m 
SA(UT)(0005>02 rsae2e<l) 
Recorded Documents:: Print Que Page 3 of 13 
WT 6 6 4 S S . 2 0 0 8 K I of H 
TOGETHER WITH all the improvements now or hereafter ejected en the property, and all eeaemenii, 
apfHrtanwoe^ end fixtures now or hereafter a pert of the property. A l repbwmenfc and additkms shaft abo be 
covered by m« Seeujrity histnmnmL All ofthefbmgomgbiefemd loin thbSecl»^lwm»eilt»thenFkfOfJerty,, 
Borrower undtiatuudi ami agree* thai MERS holds only legal title to the enorestt grafted by Borrower in this 
Security tmsrument, but, If necessary to comply with law or custom, MBRS (as nominee Jbr Lander and Lender** 
successors and assijmj) has the 
to focckm acd «tll the P r o p ^ 
and canceling this Security fasmamem. 
BORROWER COV^NANTC It* Borrow 
right to grsrt, convey atwiwanistftte 
record. Borrower fbrtherwarramt and will defend gencnRy she tMe to the rtope^ 
subject to any encsmnyanees of record 
THIS SGCURITY INSTRUMENT combines uniform covenants for national uae and non^mirorui 
covenants with bmited variations by JuradidiontoooiiiUtv^ 
UNIFORM COVENANTS. Borrower and Lender covewara aid agree as follow* 
1. Payment of PttatJaei Interest, Eservw Items, Prepayment Charge ami Late Charge* 
Borrower she* pay when csteoVem^ 
charges and late charges duo under the Note. Borrower shall also pay fcn& for Escrw 
Payineiiucte under the Note anj this Soas% Ist^ currancy, However, if any check 
or other fastAtmentioc^ 
unpaid, Lcrriernuy require the* ar^ 
made in one or more of die frilewaig fMms, as eslecrt 
bank check, traasuror s check or cashier's cheeky provided any such chock is drawn upon an teoMution whose 
deposes are insured by a federal agency, hutiuiaaiasliry, or entity; or (d) Electronic Fundi Transfer, 
Payments are deemed received by Under when received aft die location riruignetort In the Note or at such 
oner location as may be cjossjmsted by Lender In acoordance wish Die notice provisions m Section 15* Lenejer may 
return any payment or partial paysmmt if she psyniert 
Lender may accept any payment or partial payment tesufftcieot so bring me Loan current, without waiver of any 
risjhts lu)reunder or pteiudice to 
oblejaiedtos|m1ysn^ If each Periodic Paymem is applied as of 
its scheduled due date, then Lender need not pay interest on unepfiKiid funds* Lender may hold such unapplied 
rands until Borrower makes payment so bring the Loan current. If Borrower does not do so wsmsft a fensonablc 
period of time, Lender shell either apply sue* fa^ If not applied earner, such tads 
willbeanph^toteo^nstandm^ Noofbctor 
claim wMABoiTOwermlghm^ 
duo under she Note and this Security hutttmwnt or performing the covenants and agrnamsnu secured by this 
Security bvtrumanL 
i Appicntmn of Faysaenet or Frncnean. Exoapt us oiujrwsse deecrlbod in mis Section 2> all 
piryments accepted and applied by Under shell be applknlm to 
the Note; <b) principal o \ * i m o W t e r ^ Sochpiymentisriellbee|mhWtoeoch 
PetwdicPaymcs*mmeordy Any rvmasnmg anmunts shall be appluKlli^ to late choreas, 
second to any other amounts due under mis Security lneirunjent, and men to reduce the principal balance of the 
rote. 
ir Lender receives a payment from BoirowwIWaMme^Jcmr 
amount to pay any late charge due, the payment may be applied so tie deftieejcnt payment and the use charge. If 
mote than one Periodic Payment is outstanomg. Under may apply any payment received from Borrower to she 
lepaymem of the r\sioo^ k>yme^ To she extent that 
any excess exists after the payment b applied to the 1uU peyracm ol OM w 
may be applied to any late charge* doe. Voluntary prepayincn^ 
then as descrmed in the Note. 
Any application of payments* insurance proceeds, or Miacctatnecui Proceed! to principal due under the 
ftae shall not «Aci>d or postpone tr* to 
VTA****** Family-FaMli MM/PTMMW MM IWl FOBM IfetfflRUMENT WlUt MtStt 
!Afirn<00O5>O2 FejeJetlJ 
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». Funds fir Escrow toon. Borrower shall poy to Under on ihe day Periodk Payntento am due 
the Note, until toe Note is paid m luu, a som (the "Funds") to provide for payment of amounts doe lor: (a) 
taxes and assessments and other near* which can attorn priority over mis Security Instrument as a nea or 
fmummmeoonnrnProp^ 
and all insurance fomnted by Under under Section 5; and («} Mortgage insurance premiums, if any, or any sums 
payable by Borrower to Under in tteo of the peymertf of Mortgage Iinwancc premiums in accordance with the 
provisions of Section 10. Tbeaetemiare€aUedMescrowtt«m.M Atorigmatk>nori4s^tiri»cdurif«tr«tef»of 
the Loan, Under may require that Community Aesocmtmn Dues, Ttt*> and Assessments, if any, be escrowed by 
Borrower, and such dues, lees sod ajaeesnwmts stall be saiEKrnw Hem, Bomber snafl rjronifJtJy fa^ 
•11 notices of amounts to be paid tmder trw Section. Borrower shall pay Under the Fund* for Esaow Items unkss 
Under waives Borrower's obligation to pay n^ Fuoc« for en> or el! Eacrow hems Under may waive Borrower's 
obligation to pay to U n d a F u ^ Arry such waiver r i ^ c ^ be mwritmg. 
In the event of such waiver, Borrower shall pay dkectry, whea and whore paytok, riw 
Items for which payment of funds has been waived by Under and; if Under requires, shell torn** to Under 
receipts evidencing such peytamil within each time pasted as ILcnder may require, Bonrower's obligation to make 
mch payments and to provide receipts shall tor all rjiirpoM 
misSecmilylnalnBment,»te If Borrower boWasated to 
pay Escrow hems directry, pursuant to a waiver, and Borrower mils to pay me amount due for an Escrow item, 
Under may exercise its rights under Section 9 and pay mch amount and Borrower shall then be obhgntod under 
Sediw»tor^ytoUsmorarrysuchamosmt. LssttoauryrerakemevmrvcrKtoa^ 
time by a notice given m acconmnce whit Section 15 and, upon such levocation, Borrower snail pay to Under all 
Funds, art mattchavttunti 
Under amy. ai any tini^cole^ 
Funds at the time specified under fcJESPA, and (b) not to exoax* me maximum nmourtt a lender can inquire under 
RESPA. Lender stall ea t ing the a^ 
cxpaadatemof lumm EBCJOW Han^ 
Tter^indsshaB tie held mating 
entity (including Under, If Under is an sanitation whose deposits arc so insured) or m any Federal Home Loan 
Bank. UrrferstanepplymeFurAtopayaV Under 
lhatt not charge Borrower Ibrlmldmgandapp^ys^ 
tta Escrow Items, unless Undm 
todiacharge. Unless an agreement h made in writing m Applicant 
Under s M not be f * | i M Borrower and Under can agree 
m writing, however, that interest shall be paid on am Funds. Under shell ghre to Borrower, wftottt charge, an 
annual aoeotanrng of the Fundi as reojtrirod by RESPA. 
IfthemftasmplmofFun* 
nxt*rexttSsrbwhrnsc£c*da»Mv^mRESPA. If there fa a ihortage of Furrfs neto m escrow, m dermed under 
RESPA, Under snail notify Borrower m reouired by RESPA. and Borrower ahaH pay to Under the amour* 
tieceeseiytoniekeimmetejo^^ If mere is 
a deficiency of Funds bold in escrow, m defined under RBSPA, Under shall notify Borrower as reouired by 
RESPA, and Borrower slmR pay to Under the amount iteoeetary to make up me efficiency in aocotdance with 
RESPA, but m no more than 12 nmnthfy cjryineutt. 
Upon payment in M of all aunts ae«urod by in* Sociarty 
Borrower any Funds held by Under* 
a. Omega*; Lams. Borrower shall pay all taxes, assessments, charges, tmes, and impositions 
attributable to me Property which can attain priority over mis Security Instrument, leasohold payments or around 
rentsonmerVtmerry.ifany,!^ To the extent that 
these isms are Escrow Hems, Borrower shall pay them in the manner provided in Section 3. Borrower shall 
promptly disdtargs any Imnv4m^ Instrument unless Borrower: (a) agrees m wrmng 
to the payment of me obligation secured^ the lien m a asasinariioo^ 
is reforming such agreement; (b) contests the lien m good mmi by, or defends against enforcement of the lien "m, 
legal proceedmgs which in Undcr's ojmtion opetate to prev^ 
UTAH-***)* fawny faaak Maeffmeftt M M IMafOfUH tNSTBtnmXNT WITH 
•ApJTM«QM).02 FsfttaTtt 
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arc peiiding,bul only t s t t i l s ^ 
tatfs&ctery to Under subonlirjatitif to lien to m« Sccority^ IfLentodetermmes thatarrypart o f t o 
Property is subject to a lien which can attain priority over this Security mttnawerrt, Leader m y give Borrower * 
notice identifying the hen. Wilton 10 days of the dele on which #irtiKjdce b given. Borrower jhtHiJ^fy ttK l i » 
ortateom^incrooftoectiom 
Lender iney require Borrower to pey a onetime charge for a tee) estate tax verification anoVor reporting 
service used by Lender in connection with this Loan. 
5. PrefttftyUsareoce. Borrower toll 1 ^ to asumwemcr^ 
die Property insured against toss by fire, hazards inotnded within the term "extended coverage," and any other 
hazsrd& Mndirig, but not ItmM Thk insurance 
shall be maintained in the amounts (mchiding deductible levels) and for the periods that Leader requires What 
Lentoroquiitspurstiemtoto "Th* insurance carrier 
providing the insurance shall be chosen by Borrower subject to Lender's right to disapprove Borrower1* choice, 
which right shall not be eacrosed unrtesc**bry. Lender asayrequirottofrowa'toi^ 
either (a) a one-time charge for flood warn detcrmmetion, certification and tracking services; or (b) a one-time 
charge for flood sone determination and certification services n d wamtquent charges each time remapping* or 
simitar changes occur which reasonably might effect such determination or certification. Borrower thsll also be 
r e s p o n d for to psymem of any 
the review of any flood sane detoonfaatienitadti^ 
If Bonwwer'fails to maintam aay of tte 
el Lento'* c^rtm and Bcmwcx'scapeose, Letttottuntomobtie^aJm 
of coverage. Therefore, such coverage ahall cover Lender, but might or might not protect Borrower, Borrower1! 
equity in the Property, or the coiitenisoftherYc?^ 
or lesser coverage than vvm previous^ m effect. Borrower ocJmewfedge* mat Oncost oftbemtursiice average ao 
obtained might signifkantly exceed the cost of insurance met Borrower oould have obtained. Any amounts 
disbursed by Lender under this Section $ shall become additional debt of Borrower secured by this Security 
IftftrtNaent These amount* ahaN bear inasrest at tlie Note rale ftom ehe 
with such imcrcst» upon notice mam LenoW to Borrower teqmm^mg payment. 
A l insurance policies required by Lento aiidienewels of s ^ p o t k t o ^ 
disapprove luchpolickt^ihett 
addhiona) Iocs payee. Lender shall have to right to rrt^ W t»» talkies arid reiiewsl cartifksew, If Lender require*, 
Borrower ton promptly grvc to L e ^ If Borrower obtains any 
form of insurance coverage, not omerwiae tw^sniad by Lento 
policy ahall include a standard mortgage clause and shall name Lender as mortgage* and/or as an additional Ion 
payee 
mtlmevemofloKpBcfTowerstMHgrv^ Lender msy 
n i t o proof oHoa if i r t n i a d e i m m ^ UnkttLeato art Borrower o t o 
insoranee proceeds, whether or iict the undcrry mg hujuraoce was req^ 
or repair of me Property, if the iestoiato>oriepekfceem 
During such repair and icstcrotion period Lento smtf 
has had an opportunity to iitapect such Property to ensure the work has been uimpkatd to Lender's satisfaction, 
provided mat such inspection shall be unrtnrtatam promptly Lender may disburse proceed* for the repairs and 
lestofsmtamasatgfcptymemmm^ Unless an agreement b 
made in writing or AppBcebW Law requires interest to be paid on such Insurance proceeds, Lento shall not be 
required to pay Borrower any interest or eenimgs on such pioceeds. Fees far public acfrartsti, or other third parties, 
returned by Botrower shall not be pau^ If 
to restoietien or mpiut is rto^  
shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument, weedier or not then due, with to excess, if any, 
paid to Borrower. Such msurnnco proceeds shaH be a^ 
If Borrower abandons to Property, U n t o isuy ftle, negotto and scttfe isty 
related nutters. If Borrower uoettitt respond vrim^^ 
offered to settle a chum, then Lender msy iicgotetfc arid settle to chum "The 30-day period will begin when the 
UTXH-SttfU Fwmly-Fwk Mac^raMit MM UNITORM WST*UMSWT WITH M t l S Hm SOS* 1*1 
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notice is given. In ei&er evceft, or if Umter j ^ 
assigns to Under (•) Borrower's righto to any insurance proceeds in an •mount not ID exceed the anountB aopafcl 
inder the Note or this Secwity 
oftiriessne4f««mh»mi|»^ 
•re tpplH^hlc to the «>vcrftfc of tf>c Property. f j a ^ rr«y tat 0 » feseWiK 
Property or to pay arrounfeuia^ 
6. Occupancy. Borrower ahtll occupy estaMtsh, and we te Propeity at Borrower's principal 
lesfeucewiftm oil days a t e 
Borrower's principal residence for at taut out yaar after the date of occupancy, inlest Under otherwise agree* in 
writing, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, or antes* extenuating ctrcursttancet exist which are 
beyond Borrower*! control. 
7. frestrvetWrH Maintenance and Prottctiae of the Property; loepussont. Borrower shell not 
destroy, daiita** or imprt Whether 
or not Borrower is residing in the Property, Borrower shell auisniam the Property in order so prevent the Property 
from dtoerkeetiag or oocsrtsii^ ra ve4w oW to its c<mditk)rx Unless It is determined porauent to Section $ that 
repair or restoration is not economically leasable, Borrower shall promptly repair the Property if damaged to avoid 
father deterioration or damage. If insurance ofcoiatcBuiatioa proceeds art paid in connection weft damage to, or 
the taking e^ «be Propei^f Borrows 
released proceeds for sueh parposes, Under may disburse proceeds lor the repairs and restoratioa in a single 
payment or in a series of progress peynieits a* die work U c^tpte*eo* If the insurance or cono^nmation proceeds 
ere not sufficient to repau or restore the Property, Borrower It not relieved of Borrower's obligation lor the 
conajMoa of such repair or restoration. 
Lender or to apmtiao^ If* h»* reasonable 
cause, Under may inspect the interior of the insptovcoteats on die Property. Under shall give Borrower notice at 
the tirneofor prior to stiefcrm into 
I. Bemfwer's U n a ApplfcatJoai Borrower shell be in default if, during the Loan application 
process, Borrower or any persons or entities acting at the direction of Borrower or with Borrower's tocrwfedge or 
consent gave materially fides, rrusleading, or itaKcarate intonation or stateattiiU to Under (or soiled to provide 
Lender wall material n ^ ^ Matermlitfiesereatmmire 
to,iqirtsontatim 
9. Protection of Lender's laterest as the Property and Rights Under east Stearity iasti seated. 
If (a) Borrower rails to perform the covenants and aejecn^cnU contained in this Security raetrKanent, (b) there isa 
legal proceed** mat might significantly affect Under1? inlerest in the Property and/or rights under this Security 
fasstnsment (such as e proceeding in bankruptcy, probate, for cotidetnnation or forfeiture, for enforcement of e hen 
which may attain priority over this Security tnatnaaent or to enforce laws or regusations), or (c) Borrower has 
abandoned the Property, men Lencfcrsmw^tom'pey ftvwiato 
a^ereit hi tbe Projnaty arid r ^ 
(he Property, end aacuriag ai^or lepairiruj the Prc^erty, Lender's actions can asetuaV^ hot ero M imited to: (a) 
paying any sums secured by a hen whfcb haa priority over this Security instranwisft (b) appealing in court; and (c) 
payiag reesonebk attorneys* fees to ceoteet fa feasiest to the fa^ 
mchxhng as secured position in a bankruptcy proceeding. Securing the Property includes, but Is not limhed to, 
eiacrii« the Property to inate 
elimstetebtdMiiigtt Although 
Under may take action under mis Sectta 9, Leitder *>es r ^ 
todoso It Hs*p*ed thai Lender iric^ 
Any amoenu disbursed by Under under this Section 9 shall bocomc additional debt of Borrower secered 
by this Security iMttuatent Tltese amounts shall hear intarest at die Note rale h r o fe 
tr»eJtbepayabfe,wfttsucb 
ttteSecoriryiitt*rwir^» If 
Bestow sondes fee tfcfe to tte 
merger m writing* 
UTkU*9frVm**y*—kl*Kn>n*ik MM UNIFORM fNSTmUMKNT wltlM MPS 
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I t . Mortcaft lM«nuM*. I f U n t o required M o r t ^ 
Bonowcr stall pay tltt prcirt If, for my reason* the 
Mortgage bisurance coverage required by Lender ceases to be available from the mortage Insurer that previously 
prwio^ such iimsnuKc ar t B o r r o w 
fty Mortgage tofurti>ce,PoffPW 
Mortgage imurenot previously in effect, at a coat subetanoolry ccjoivelent to tat coat to Borrower of the Mortgage 
Insurance prtvwmry to effect, from an akarmate awtgage i w u m Kie«4«l by Uoder. I f surjsrjntn^eqwvstat 
Mortgage hma*M*c>0vcrage boot a v 
dmigreilrirtrnffnH^ Lender will accept, we and 
retain diese payiaems » • rtciHtef^^ Such Ion reserve aba!) be 
nott-icfondable, iw twnn^^ 
pay Bc*iowcr any interest w Lento can ro toogcr reo i^irc lo« 
Mortgage fastvance coverage (in die arnoia* and for the peiiod&m Lento 
by Lander again becomes available, k obtained, and Lander sequins separately dnsjnated payinantt toward the 
premiums far Mortgage biaurance. I f Lender teo^nVed Mortgage tnswafic* i * ^ 
Borrower was required lo moke separately etesignated peysnents toward use premiums tor Mortgnjc Insurance* 
Borrower snail pay the pramkimf I C O ^ I M to o n 
loss reserve, omit Lender's rcqotoment for Mortgage bttntince ends in accordance we* any written efrnemant 
between Borrower and Lender providing for such wuabiatioa or until termination is raooired by ArjfiHcabk Law. 
Nothing in this Section 10 after* BofflDwertopfin^ 
Mortgage bmaunce reestbnraes Lender (or any entity thai purchases the Note) for certain losses it may 
m a r ifBorroww doc* riot repay trie L ^ Borrowmknntapat tytofoeM^^ 
Mortgage insurers evaluate their touri risk on ell sucfe ioswmce in forre 
hue agreejMntswnlt other r j e t ^ llseaeagrecrnesas are on terms 
and cojidrtsons that are satfcsactory lo the mortgage inaarer and f ie other party <or parties) to these agreements. 
They agreement* snayrcc^ t te 
iraurwmny have available (which looy include fun&cliteined front Mortgage insurance prenunrns). 
As a taaolt of these agreements. Lento, aery pn*cuaeereJu\eNoi^ 
entity, or any affiliate of any of foe toregotng, may receive (directly or indirectly) amounts font derive from (or 
m #rt be character itad u) a portion of Bommer's payntents for Mortgage sfwjraoce, hi exchange for sharing or 
nxKlifymg the mortgage s ^ ^ I f anch agrntanent provide* that en affflune of Lender 
takes a snare of the insurer's risk in exchange for a share of ate premiums paid to the insurer, the etnrangtmenl is 
0fBmlernte44^oap1rveft^ Further 
fa) Any anch agiiaminti will net affect the antonntt that Borrower has agreed to pay for 
Mortgage lasttmee, ar any other terms of the Lena. Such ngraamenlt wW not jentreaae the aanonnt 
Borrower wW owe for toortgnnje InamrNMcef ami sney wW not custpe Darrowar to any refund* 
(b) Any sack agrtrmcett w i l not alfoet net right* Borrower has - V any * with respect to the 
Mortgage Insurance under the Hamaawanta tVnfogtnm Act e f f *9g or any other law. These rights may 
to have tne Mortgage lanmnNssa nnrmnaaton auoeenntlcmty* uunYnr as tncatve a fosmsu or nny Mortgage 
I H H M B M ^ y _ ^ | ^ ^ | ^ ^ tfl^fcf W # M I ^Hkl^MMMt S t SSMI Sfato^^tf ^M£ifcl £A^^MStMtMMa ttFSaMtthttSt^MS. 
11. Assignment of Mate the me m ProsMnai Foriestoro, Ail Miscelianeous rYocooda are hereby 
assigned U> and shall be paid to Lender. 
I f the Property it damaged, such Misoeianeout Proceeds chaH be applied to restoration or repair of foe 
Property, If the restoration or repair it economically sensible and Lender's security Is not lessened During suck 
repair and restoration period, Under tinrt havc the right to koM 
an opportunity so inspect such Property to ensure foe work has been completed to Lender's satisfoction, provided 
that such inspection shall be undertaken promptly. Lender may pay for the repairs and restoration In a single 
disbarsentcmormeserinofproe^^ Uruen an agreeinent ft mao^ in writing 
or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on suon M i s o d ^ 
Bonower my iranieat or etm Ifthc restoration or repair is not ecorunrneally 
lemR)k or Lender's security wrjuld b^ 
tfTAn-SMikraniey^iMft Mft^Fr^ek Mac UNtTOKM IfVSTRUMsTOWlTIl MEftS Vara jatSJJSl 
sA(ur)(oeo5)02 Peft?*ri3 /^jpr 
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this Security Instrument, whether or nw iben due, wto the e ^ c » , if inyf |»kl to Borrower Such Miscellaneous 
Proceeds shtll be applied fin the order provided for in Sodion 2 
mtheevei*^fatoialtakmg>ctotru^^ 
be applied to the sums secured by Ihfe Security fostninont, ^ 
Borrower. 
mete event tf a pm»itakmg,o>so^ 
theProfjcrtyiromafceter^ 
of the sums secured by this Security IftStrunem ioradurtely b e ^ 
onleis Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing, ate seams aecured by tint Security Immanent shall be 
reduced by the amount of foe Mtfcelleneou* Proceeds aiuHipbod by the following fraction; (t) the total amount of 
the sums secured iamefHatery tefom tlie pertml l a t a * o ^ 
vahie of thtr^optrtykmne&alery before Any beJance shell be paid 
toBorrowar, 
mlheevertofapaitMtakiifec^^ 
the Property ieradicteiy b ^ 
secured munediatery before the partial taking, obstruction, or kme m value, unless Borrower and Under otherwise 
agree to writing, the Miscellaneous Proceed* ahall be applied to dm sums secured by this Security Instrument 
whether or not the sums am then due. 
If the Property is abandoned by Borrower, or if, afkrmftice by U e ^ 
( u defined mate next ier*encc) often to e ^ 
Under wilbin 30 days alter the date Urn notitt is givciv Under is a a a l ^ 
P r o < ^ s e n t e to rcetoration or repair tf 
not then due. "Opposing Parr/* means the mini party that owe* Borrower Miscellaneous Ptiiceeds or the party 
against whom Borrower has a right of action mtmrnrdtoMiaeallirseousPtocoeda. 
Borrower ahall be in defiurrt if aary notion or prceeecBag. whom* civil or criminal, is began that, in 
Under'* judgment, could reeufcrnforJeftureofthaPiocer^ 
Property or rights under this Security Inttrutiieat Borrower earn one audi a default arid\ rf acceJenatfoa has 
occurred, fejnrtate as provid^ 
in Under's judgment, precludes forfeiture of the Property or eater naaterial impairmam of Under's interest in the 
Property or rights under Ms Security Inairument. The proeaeds of any award or claim for damages that are 
attributable l o t t e « p e r r i i ^ 
All Miscellaneous ftimse&te are M 
the order provided tor in Section 2. 
t l Borrower Not Released; Fotfjaaraams By Lewder Not a Waiver. Extension of the time for 
peymcrrt or modincetion of amoitiiation of the sums secured by this Security uiMruniertt granlod by Under to 
Borrower or any Successor in Interest of Borrower ahall not operate lo release the habiUry of Borrower or any 
S u c c e s s m Interest of Borrower. Leader slutll not be i t m j t o to 
laaerest of Borrower or So refoae to extend time for paymemw o t h e r s 
by this Security tastrwitent by rees^ 
Borrower, Any forbearance by Under in caercttrng any right or remedy including, without limitation, Lenders 
aooajitasicc of payments famth^ 
amount then due, shall not be a waiver of or preclude me ousrcuwDf any rigto 
13. Joint end Several UaMBSy; Ce-eigaers; Suteaaeers and Aerajns Bound, Borrower covenants 
arid agrees n ^ Borrower's obligatiOM However,any Borrower who co-sign* 
this Security Inanunient but does not execute the Hate (a "co-algiM*"): <a) is cc^eigrting this Security Instruinent 
only to mortgage, grant and convey the co-signer"* mtereat in the Property under the terms of this Security 
l«stnrmerrt;(b)r*tio*per*c»uUty 
Under and any other Borrower can agree to extend, modify, forbear or make any ecoommodstions with regard to 
i m terms of this Security bMannriem 
Subject to lbs provisions of Section I t . any Successor in Interest of Borrower who aasumes Borrower's 
obligations under mis Security Instrument in writing, and is approved by Under, shall obtain all of Borrower's 
righfe aiid benefHs mi t e Borrower mall not be released m ^ Borrower's o l m ^ o n s and 
ITTAH-SMfk FOT*y-raMk SleWFreSdte Site UNIfOHM BWTRUMENT WITH M B S 
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liability wider this Security Instrument unless Lender agrees to such release k writing. The covenants and 
rajsecsnents of this Security taiirameiii ahaN b M (e*cep 
assigns of Lender. 
14. Leon Charges. Lender may charge Borrower fees tor eetvices performed in connection with 
Borrowers deraoit, far the purpose o f protecting Lender's rntcreef m the Property and rights under Ink Security 
bnrruraent, inctoding, but not limited to, attorney*' feet, property inspection and vahjation fees, m regard to any 
other fistf^ the at>sence of oiqyeu 
beoniotniedasaprorirl^km Lender may not charge tees rtatarcexpiessry prornerted 
by this Seonrity lastnaneritorby ApplicabkLaw. 
I f the Loan is subject to a raw which s m irurxriaiim loan charges, ar^ 
the rnterest or other loan charges wtrected or to be collected in connection with the Loan €xem4 the psimistud 
limits, then: (a) any such roan charge shell tereoHiccd by trie ansountn 
bmit; and (b) any sums already collected torn Borrower which exceeded permitted liniits will be refunded to 
Bonower. Landta-inay chore to im 
direct payment to Borrower. I f a refund reduces r^rndpaL the feductim 
without any prepayment charge (whether or not a prepayment charge it provided for tinder the Note). Borrower1! 
acceptance of any such refund made by direct payment to Borrower will constitute a waiver of any right of action 
Borrower might have arising out of soxfc overcharge. 
1 1 Notices. Alt notices given by Borrower or Lander in connection with this Security Insotmiem 
must be in writing. Any notice to Bonower in connection wall this Security Instrument shall be deemed to have 
been given to Borrower when matted by first class mail or when actually delivered to Borrower's irotios address If 
sent by other means. Notice m ejry one Bonov/cr staU 
expressly requires otherwise. The notice address stall te tire P 
substitute notice address by notice to Lender. Bonower shell pretnptry notify Under of Borrower's change of 
address. I f Leader specifies a proecdirie for report^ 
report a change of eddrew tttrotigh t h * There may be only one designmednotic*ad*eMuno*r 
this Secw^ mrtrwuem « a i ^ one time. Any watioa to Lend* ehrll b^ 
first class mail to Lender's address stated herein unlets Lender hat designated another address by notice so 
Borrower. AtrynmicemcoruiectronwtuHthte 
until actually received by Lender. If any notice required by this Security instrument is also required under 
Applicable Law. die Applicable Law ic^unesrient will satisfy the corresponding requirement under this Security 
11 Cevtrmmg Law; StYtrauettty; Rules of Cesrtivctma. This Security InaSrumeot shall be 
governed ty iodrmri l*v s*uj tto ^ All rights and oWtgafons 
contained mtftisSfXNrty Applicable 
LawtmgMctylfcrlryoru^^ 
not be construed as a frtmrbhtori against agraomairt by wwtract in die event diet any provision or clause of this 
ScctaityPjutimemortheNo^ 
SecialtybistwmerHOTmeNo^ 
As used m this Security lnrjtrurrtcnt: (a) words of die masculine earner shall mean and include 
corruspomlaig nsumr words m 
plural and vice versa; and (c) the word "nisy"pvt*somc^ 
17. smfTPwer'sCepy. Bonower shall be given one copy of the Now and of D ^ Security mssrurrient. 
11 Transfer «f She IVspirty or a BcecBrfal tetcfeet m amnwwar. As wed m this Section 18. 
"Interest in the Property" means any legal or beneficial interest m the Property, including, but not limited to. those 
beneficial interests tmnsteTfod m a fond fo 
the intent of which is tiwrraufer of tide ty B o r r o w e r s 
Ifall many part of t talHoperiywanyio^ 
natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or transfened) without Lender's prior written consent, 
Lrsider may requm tmmedram However, this 
option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise u p r o h f t M 
UTAH-Sto** f*m*.fm*k MM^reftOU Met UNIFORM INSTRUMfOT W I T H MEKS 
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IfLetaJerexoicbatlibept^ The ooltctthtll provide 
a period of iKrtless i ta)30dq*famithedi ieto 101100 its given in accord*** with Seotioo 15 within which 
Borrower must pay ell sums secure t^ ihw Security Inrtninieirt If Borrower t«tH to peylhciewmj prkr to ibc 
expiration of flhb period, Lender way Invoke any reraedies permitted by thb Security bistremem without talker 
IKJOCC or dem«Ki on Borrower. 
I*. Berrewtr's Rigal to Reinstate After AwekrarJoai If Borrower meets certain conditkms, 
Borrower thill have tberigrtt to lur^ 
cariieit of: (a) five days before itle of the Property pumas* to any power of tale contained in thb Security 
Instrument; (b) euek other period at AppHcabk Law might speciry tor the termination of Borrower** right to 
retristsic; or (c) entry o^ TrK^c<>r^k»« are o^ et Borrower: (a) pay$ 
Louder aft sums which then mold be due under thb Security Instrument and Ibe Note as if no acceleration had 
oxcmied;(b) cures atwfemub of ^ 
Security Instnanej*; mchidmfc btf not l i s^ 
and other lees metered lor the pwrpote of pwJtec^ Lender^ 
Iwrtrument; and (d) takes such action ai Under may reasonably require to assure that Under*! interest m the 
Property and rights under thb Security hurtnnnont, and Bonower'i obligation to pay the ram leeured by tab 
Seeur^litftrufiften^ Under may igqtsirc that Borrower pay audi mtosiatsmiat aunw aad 
expenses tn one or more of the foHowing Jbrmt, as seboted by Lender, (a) cash; (b) money order* (e) certified 
ehacK bank eiiee^ t inaim 
depoaki are imured by a federal agency, aiatnuneiunnTy or entity; or (d) Electronic Funds Transfer, Upon 
reinstatement by Borrower, thb Sewhy Instrua^ em arid 0 ^ 
no acceleration bad occurred. However, thb right to reinstate shaft not apply m she case of acceleration tamer 
Section IS 
30, $ e f c t f N e # r , C a m a m r e * l ^ s ^ ^ The Noteor a partial interest in 
tlie Note (uumther win thb S e ^ A 
aate miglm result m a cbange m 
n^ Note aed mb Sectairy Inaniiatent a ^ 
Se*ajriryiastrunumt,ari 1taeatem*jl*b«<nmcjrm 
to a sab of the Note. lftherebadiengeofllttLm 
which u41lstateshenatne art 
any other etforn*ion RESPA roquew in If the Note b sold and 
tbereamr die Loan b servke4 by a 
obligations to Borrower will imnam wim the Loan S« 
not aanaiied by she Note f a j i d t ^ 
Neater Borrower nor Lender may cotnmence, Join, or be joined to any judicial action (as either an 
individual HtigatX or the member of a class) met arbes ton the other party's actions punuant to thb Security 
Instrument or that alleges that the other party has breached any provbkm of. or any duty owed by reason of, thb 
Security Instrejaent, anta such Borrower or Lender has notified the other party (with such notice given in 
compliance with the nmjuvaments of Section IS) or such aliened breach and afforded She ether parry hereto a 
leejonebleperioiatetl* If Appika^bLawprwidwatmHperiod 
which must elapse before certain action can be taken, trait t i « 
ofthispvagraph. Tbe notice of acceleration aMcie^ 
the ootfce of acceleration given to Borrower pursuant to Section IS shall be deemed to satisfy the notice and 
opportunity to take corrective action previsions of thb Section 20, 
XL Hazard*** Sebmaces. As used m thb Section 21: (a) "tiazardoui Substances" are those 
siibstaanea defmed ss toxk or n ^ ^ 
substances: gasoline, kerosene, other flammable or toxic petroleum products, toxic pesticides and herbicides, 
volatile solvenu, materbb curtaining asbestos or rbnruddebyd^ and radioactive iriateriab; (b) ^Bnvatmmantal 
Law** mean* federal laws and laws of the jtaMfceJon where the Property is located that relate to beelth, safety or 
emat*mc*tal protection; (0) ''Environmental Cleanup* includes amy response actkm, reraedial action or removal 
actie^wder^inEirvironmci^ 
contribute to. or otherwise trigger an EnvnorireexiUl Ckasmp. 
WAn**0eHn#r**** Mae^reeek Mac UNIWHrM INaTftUafftNT WITSt M EltS 
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Borrow* stall not came or permil the presence, use, dispose!, storage, or release of any Hitanloiis 
Si*etanees,crthrnatM Borrower ihaU not d^nweJkm 
anyone else to do, anything affecting Ibe Property (a) tuft is in violation of any EAviroranenta! Law, <b) which 
creates an Enviroiencntal Condition, or (e) which, due to the presence, use, or release of a Hazardous Substance, 
creates i condition that adversely afoctt the vafcx of te Property, The preceding two teniences shall not apply to 
the pretence, toe, or storage on the Properly of small quantities of Hazardous Sisbsunces that are fomveliy 
recognized to be appropriate to normal naidcntial aaas and to nmmtonance of the Property (mchidmg, but not 
limited to, hazardous eahstences in consumer products). 
Borrower shall promptly give Lander written notice of (a) any uwctiigatkxi, claim, deaund, lawsuit or 
other action by any goveftunentei or regulatory agency or private party involving the Property and any Hazardous 
Substance or Environmental Law of which Borrower has actual tmowtedge, (b) any Eiwexmmental Condition, 
includmg but not limheil u>, any i ^ 
and (e) any condition caused by the pretence, ate crtokesc of a 1 ^ ^ 
viiae of the Property. if Bommw bnem* or k a o t i ^ 
party* that any removal or other rttntdielion of any Hazardoue Sucnaancc effecting vie Pruperty k neoesaary, 
Borrower shall promptly take all nocessary tctaedkl actions in accordance whh Enviionmemal Law. Nothing 
herein shall create any obligation on Und^r ibr an Biivaimmenia] Cleanup. 
WON-UNiFOHM COVENANTS. B«Tower and Lender ftalhcrcovenaiH and a f w 
21 Accekratioa; lUmedki. Lender than' grve naUee in Borrower prior la accokratkn 
ftBuwkg Berrawer'a hraach of any covenant or agreement In flue Security Instrument (but not prior to 
tccckrttku under Sectka II unites AppBtaefi Low previous otherwise^ The notice thai spreads (a) the 
dcfee*;(e)tecartit«re«u«redtocu^ 
given at Borrower, by which the dasanit must he cured; ami (d) that tuBoit to core the dctoutt on or bctore 
iaedatttaeeMkdmtaei>etiecatnyretnh»a^ 
sokofthePfoptrty, The notice ahnB further ktorat Pal inner of nee right so rratitt se after neeatt rattan and 
the right to bring a court netiew k eja»rt the ano-oTdstcncc of a detank nr any other itttnat of Beetowti to 
auchrttleu and sak. If the dcmok k not cured nn or before the dntc tpicBrad In the notice, Lender at tk 
optmu may toouke hnmoditk payateut in full of a l aunts eecured hy thk Security last runnel without 
farther ckutaad and may mvofct the power of tak and any other rtiuodkt permitted hy Applicant* Low* 
Unoer tlnnl ht cntitkd la eath^ 
UKhuta*butee<kartcdto,re^ 
Iffbe newer of tefchlaffeJttM^Trueteothau^ 
default and of the ektnon to cause the Pinpctly to ha aahJ nstd ahnB record each netke in each county m 
which any part of the Prapeily k Wealed. Lender or Trustee abaft matt copkt of aneh notice In the manner 
ntatcrihed hy Apphcabk Law ta Borrower and to the other persons pseacribad hy AppBiahh Law. lathe 
event Borrower dees not cure an* dema* whllmt aVe pejted m by ApaBcahU Uw> Trustee shaB 
gjvcnabtkantke of fl* mk to nV persona and la the manntr prescrshtd hy AppBtnbk Law. Alter the thne 
roajutred hy Aaakrehlr Law, Trutate, without dsmtnd on Borrower, thai aeB the Property nt puhnc auctloa 
m the hlglw*hiddrr at net tan* aa^ 
nareek and In any order Trustee ditinaiatt (hut tnhjtct to any statutory tight of Borrower in direct the 
erder k whkh the Property, tfeantkting of several knowa lots or peraek, anal he sold). Tnstete may In 
aceordance with AppBcthlr Law, poatpone auk of alt ar any puree! of the Property hy pahBc announcement 
atthcthneaadptectof aayprtvkeefr uaedalidsak. Landtr or Be dtttgaie may purchase the Property at 
aayeek. 
Trustee shafl dehrer to the purchaser Truaks'a deed convcymg the Ptoperty wtthont nay covenant 
or warranty, expressed or knotted, The recHak la the Troslee'a deed ahaB he ututta tack evidence of the 
IrunefthestateaMutaatadtaWnm. Trattes ahnB apply the proceeds of the oak ht the wBowlug order; (a) 
to aB espentet of the oak, branding, but not hat had to, rsnieaable Trustee's and attorneys* fete; (h) to nl 
sums secured hy thh Security lastrauncot; und (c) any excess ta the person or persons legally eutttkd to it or 
to the county clerk of the county ht whkmlhesakmokpkct. 
23. Reconveyance. Upon payment of all nans secured by thk Security Instrument, Lender shall 
request Tnistee to recoilvey trie Property a ^ 
UTAH'S*** rantyTaeah MM/Frt*ek H K WlFOWMir«rimMI^TWTTll1»ttntS 
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secured by this Security Instrurocrtto Trustee. Trustee shall iiecotivey tiie Property without warranty to the person 
or persons k*in> entitled toft. Such person or persons shaH pay any iwsoidetkm cost*. Leader teary charge such 
imonorpersomafoforrc*ofweyiittfe 
for services rendered md the caarfie* of the fee i* pemtaed nrickr AppJkabk Law. 
24. $e*«tftt«lt Trustee. Lender, at its option, may from time to tmw remove Trustee s ^ appoint • 
successor tmstec to any TVutu* appoint Without oonvey**ceof die Property, to neecmor trustee 
shall succeed to all the title, power end duties conferred le^Tiruetech^ 
25. Reej Beat lar raeticcs. Borrower requests that copies of the notkesofdefcuk sad sakbesent to 
Bomber's address which is the r>operty Address. 
BY SIGNING BELOW, Borrower accepts ami a^faes iio the ternis and covenant 
Instrument snd in any Rider executed by Bc*Tower and recorded wife it. 
Witnesses: 
_ (Seal) 
•Borrower 
(Seal) 
(Seal) 
(Seal) 
UTAIM»fl* tm*k*—*t UmffrHik M M UNIFOHM INSIltUMENT WITH Mfc*$ *»*» 9M5 1*1 
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STATE OP UTAH, Canity i 
^ The foregoing inairuraettt wt$ subscribed and sworn to and acknowledged before me this 
MICHELLE ALLRED, 
My( 
UTAH-Sfefk ¥m#y-F*mmlt MacAFraMta MM UNIfORM iNSTftlftf CNT WITH MKftS FOTM M 
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EXHIBIT 
Does Fannie Mae Own Your Mortgage? Loan Lookup Tool 2/9/10 2:35 PM 
S'Rumii'iVlai*. 
The Finnie Mae Loan Lookup enables mortgage borrowers to quickly determine if Fannie M M owns 
their loan by providing a street address, unit, city, stele, and ZIP code. 
Street Address* Unit 
3152 East Hillside Drive 
City State Zip Code* 
EAGLE MOUNTAIN | U T *J 84005 
2 * I confirm that I am the owner of this property, or have the consent of the owner 
to took up this information. 
caflffi * Required Fields 
Type the two words: w 
-• J 0 
Match Found. 
Based on the property information entered, it appears Fannie Mae owns a loan at this address. 
A "Match Found" status does not guarantee or imply that you will qualify for a Making Home Affordable 
refinance or modification. 
if you're interested in a refinance, please contact your mortgage lender or servicer (the organization to 
whom you make your monthly mortgage,paymems) to confirm these results and ask about the Home 
Affordable Refinance Pius program. 
You can find more information at MakinoHomeAffofdafaleoov. 
View Frequently Asked Questions for this Loan Lookup tool 
Thank you for contacting Fannie Mae. 
The Fannie Mae Loan Lookup is provided as a convenience for borrowers. Fannie Mae makes no 
representaton, warranty, or guarantee regarding the accuracy or completeness of the results. A search that 
results in a "Match Found? status does not guarantee or imply that you will qualify for a Making Home 
Affordable refinance or modification, information that does not match our records exactly may return inaccurate 
results You should contact your mortgage lender to verify these results 
For information about the use of our sits and our pnvacy policy, see Leoal Information. Click here for FAQs. 
• e 2000 Fannie Mae 
• EAfl! 
• Site Mao { 
• Privacy I 
• Legal 
rittp:// loanlookup.fanniemae.com/loanlookup/ Page 1 of 1 
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EXHIBIT 
«I?99 E 
December 28, 2009 
Michelle Allred 
3152 East Hillside Dnve 
Eagle Mountain, Utah 84005 
OtJMortgage, Inc 
PO Box 6006 
The Lakes, Nevada 88901-6006 
RE 3182 East Hillside Drive, Eagle Mountain, Utah 84005 
Current Servicing # 20055146144 
To Whom it May Concern* 
I am in receipt of a letter in which you are attempting to collect a debt which you claim is owed by me to your 
company 
After extensive research, I have recently become aware of significant violations of the law by lenders who have 
claimed to be lawfully entitled to enforce a debt and any secunty interest, but who, in reality, held nothing more than 
a photocopy of the onginal note, contract, billing statement, etc after having transferred, assigned sold or 
secuntized the original note Based on my research, this practice does not seem to be in harmony with the laws of 
my state as it significantly increases the likelihood of multiple attempts to recover and impossible proper discharge of 
an obligation Therefore, in order to protect my nghts under the law, I am demanding all documentation proving that 
you are, in fact entitled to enforce this alleged debt and any security interest Please provide the following 
documentation and information within twenty (20) days, failure to do so will be your admission that you are not a 
proper party in this matter and I will consider this matter resolved and closed 
1 Prior to my personal inspection, date to be determined, please provide a certified color copy (front and 
back) of any onginal note showing that you are, in fact, the holder in due course as required by law 
2 If you are not the holder in due course of the onginal note, please provide a detailed explanation and 
supporting documentation demonstrating your right to enforce said note as required by law 
3 If the note has been transferred, assigned, sold, or secuntized, please provide a detailed explanation and 
supporting documentation demonstrating 
a All transfers, etc of the note since it's inception, 
b The identity of the current holder in due course of the onginal note, 
c The circumstances under which the holder acquired the alleged debt/note, 
d The value paid (if any) and/or consideration given, 
f The terms of the transfer of rights, 
g The date of transfer, 
h The status of the account at the time of transfer, and 
i All affidavits of assignments connected to the note 
4 If you are an attorney representing the onginal creditor in this matter, please provide venfication of your 
engagement for this purpose 
Assuming that you can provide all the foregoing explanations and supporting documentation proving you are the 
proper party to enforce this alleged debt and any secunty interest, please consider this your Notice that I am 
demanding a full venfication, validation, and investigation of this alleged debt, by providing all of the following 
1 
1 A complete history of the account and alt associated documents connected with the alleged debt/note; 
2. A complete accounting of the transaction (including, but not limited to, the origination of funds, allocation of 
fees and payments, and ail off-balance sheet transactions); 
3. Detail any applicable taxable events or filings (including, but not limited to, any charge-off of the account); 
4. AH payments made in connection with the note by or to any 3rd parties (including any insurance payments, 
bailout funds, fees to 3rd parties, etc.). 
Please consider this your Notice to Cease and Desist all verbal communication with me as I will only accept written 
correspondence in order maintain well-documented communication and to eliminate misunderstandings in this 
matter. Additionally, as per law, please discontinue all collection activities and refrain from reporting any negative 
account information on my credit report until you 1) provide the aforementioned information and 2) this matter is 
resolved. 
(will be actively guarding my rights under all applicable state and federal laws, including, but not limited to. the 
Uniform Commercial Code, Fair Credit Billing Act, Fair Credit Reporting Act, Fair Debt Collection Practices Ad, and 
Truth in Lending Act. Please govern yourself accordingly in order to eliminate future litigation and any possible 
resulting damages. 
I look forward to a satisfactory conclusion to this matter and I thank you, in advance, for your kind cooperation. 
Respectfully submitted under my hand without prejudice and with ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
Michelle Ailred 
2 
December 28, 2009 
* ftOS [9^ .0 0600 W^KOW Michelle Allred 3152 East Hillside Drive 
Eagle Mountain. Utah 84005 
Paul M Haltiday, Jr. 
376 East 400 South Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
RE. 3152 East Hillside Drive, Eagle Mountain, Utah 84005 
Current Servicing #: 20055146144 
To Whom it May Concern: 
I am in receipt of a letter in which you are attempting to collect a debt which you claim is owed by me to your 
company. 
After extensive research. I have recently become aware of significant violations of the law by lenders who have 
claimed to be lawfully entitled to enforce a debt and any security interest, but who. in reality, held nothing more than 
a photocopy of the original note, contract, billing statement, etc. after having transferred, assigned, sold, or 
securitized the original note. Based on my research, this practice does not seem to be in harmony with the laws of 
my state as it significantly increases the likelihood of multiple attempts to recover and impossible proper discharge of 
an obligation. Therefore, in order to protect my rights under the law. 1 am demanding all documentation proving that 
you are, in fact, entitled to enforce this alleged debt and any security interest. Please provide the following 
documentation and information within twenty (20) days, failure to do so will be your admission that you are not a 
proper party in this matter and I will consider this matter resolved and closed: 
1. Prior to my personal inspection, date to be determined, please provide a certified color copy (front and 
back) of any original note showing that you are, in fact, the holder in due course as required by iaw. 
2. If you are not the holder in due course of the original note, please provide a detailed explanation and 
supporting documentation demonstrating your right to enforce said note as required by law. 
3. If the note has been transferred, assigned, sold, or securitized. please provide a detailed explanation and 
supporting documentation demonstrating: 
a. All transfers, etc, of the note since if s inception; 
b The identity of the current holder in due course of the original note; 
c. The circumstances under which the holder acquired the alleged debt/note; 
d. The value paid (if any) and/or consideration given; 
f. The terms of the transfer of rights; 
g. The date of transfer; 
h. The status of the account at the time of transfer; and 
i. All affidavits of assignments connected to the note. 
4. If you are an attorney representing the original creditor in this matter, please provide verification of your 
engagement for this purpose. 
Assuming that you can provide ail the foregoing explanations and supporting documentation proving you are the 
proper party to enforce this alleged debt and any security interest, please consider this your Notice that I am 
demanding a full verification, validation, and investigation of this alleged debt, by providing all of the following: 
1 
1 A complete history of the account and all associated documents connected with the alleged debt/note 
2 A complete accounting of the transaction (including, but not limited to, the ongination of funds, allocation of 
fees and payments, and all off-balance sheet transactions), 
3 Detail any applicable taxable events or filings (including, but not limited to, any charge-off of the account) 
4 All payments made in connection with the note by or to any 3rd parties (including any insurance payments 
bailout funds fees to 3rd parties etc) 
Please consider this your Notice to Cease and Desist all verbal communication with me as I will only accept wntten 
correspondence in order maintain welt-documented communication and to eliminate misunderstandings in this 
matter Additionally as per law, please discontinue all collection activities and refrain from reporting any negative 
account information on my credit report until you 1) provide the aforementioned information and 2) this matter is 
resolved 
I wilt be actively guarding my rights under all applicable state and federal laws, including, but not limited to, the 
Uniform Commercial Code, Fair Credit Billing Act Fair Credit Reporting Act Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and 
Truth in Lending Act Please govern yourself accordingly in order to eliminate future litigation and any possible 
resulting damages 
1 look forward to a satisfactory conclusion to this matter and I thank you in advance, for your kind cooperation 
Respectfully submitted under my hand without prejudice and with ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
Michelle Allred 
2 
Commonwealth Property Advocates 
10291 South 1300 East, Suite 120 • Sandy, Utah 84094 
January 29, 2010 
Paul M. Halhday 
376 East 400 South Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
RE: 3152 East Hillside Drive, Eagle Mountain, Utah 84005 
To whom it may concern: 
This office is in possession of a lawful Quit Claim Deed recorded on December 31,2009 (see enclosed) whereby 
the Grantor Jens Baker & Dwayne K. Watson Trustees of the DKW Irrevocable Trust (as the sole and separate 
property of Michelle AUred) sold Grantor's interest in the above referenced property to Commonwealth 
Property Advocates (CPA) subject to any current liens. 
CPA may be interested in curing any possible default of said property and/or buying out the promissory note 
attached thereto. To that end, we would like to establish contact with the person(s) who presently hold or assert 
any interest in the obligation evidenced by said Note and purported to be secured by said Trust Deed 
Therefore/ pleas»e provide within ten (10) days, in writing, at the address above, responses to the following 
inquiries: 
1 The amount required to cure any possible dcrault 
2. The current balance of the obligors promissory note. 
3 Name, address (street and e-mail), and telephone number of all providers of credit or funding enabling 
the making of the referenced loan. 
4. Name, address (street and e-mail), and telephone number of any person who paid the originator a tee in 
connection with said loan. 
5 Name, address (street and e-mail), and telephone number of the present possessor of the original Note. 
6. Whether the obligation represented by such note has been in any manner combined, aligned, 
consolidated, conglomerated, or pooled with other obligations to create a pool of obligations to provide a 
basis for issuance of a security or securities of any kind. 
7. If the response to six (6) is affirmative: 
a Name, address (street and e-mail), and telephone number of all persons who authorized or 
participated therein; 
b. The total amount of such combined obligations and the nature and description of other obligations 
combined with the obligation under said Note, 
c Whether any such secunties were issued and, if so, the form thereof, the date thereof, the number 
thereof, and the identities (name, addresses, telephone numbers) of all issuers and issuees, 
d. The value as issued ot such securities, 
e Whether there was obtained by any person in connection with such issuance any assurance, m the 
form of a "credit default swap'4 or otherwise, against default on any of the underlying obligations, 
and, m this connection, the identity of any person obtaining such assurance, the identity of any 
person issuing such assurance, the amount of such assurance, and the identity of the person who 
paid the consideration for such assurance; 
t. Whether there has been any collection on any such assurance, and, if so, the date thereof, the amount 
thereof, and the identity of the payee. 
8. A full accounting of any disposition you have made of all payment under said Note. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
9. Whether you are presently in contact with any of the persons identified in your prior responses, and, if 
so: 
a. The identity of any such person receiving any payment from collections on such Note; 
b. The identity of any person who has provided any instruction regarding any proceeding to enforce 
such Trust Deed, and the precise nature of such instruction; 
Whether there has occurred any transfer, assignment or conveyance in whole or in part of the Trust 
Deed, and, if so: 
a. The date thereof; 
b. The identity of the transferee, assignee or conveyee; 
c. Any information showing the recording or publication of such transfer, assignment or conveyance. 
If Mortgage Electric Registration Systems, Inc. (MERS) was nominated as beneficiary at any time during 
the course of this loan, please describe any consideration provided by MERS for its nomination as 
beneficiary under the Trust Deed. Explain the rights and duties of MERS as nominee. Explain the rights 
and duties of the original lender following such nomination. 
Attach to your responses all documents of any kind, in whatever form, including electronic records, 
which contain, disclose, substantiate or in any manner pertain to your responses, including, without 
limitation: 
a. Any document by which MERS became the nominee beneficiary of the Trust Deed; 
b. Any document in any manner disclosing or pertaining to the transfer of any interest in the obligation 
evidenced by the Note; 
c. Any document in any manner connected with issuance of any security based in any part upon the 
obligation represented by the Note; 
Any document disclosing or indicating present possession and location of the Note; 
Any document pertaining in any manner to transfer of the Trust Deed; 
Any document disclosing or indicating the present servicer of the Note; 
Any document disclosing or indicating the present disposition of any person presently having any 
interest in the obligation representing the Note respecting collection and distribution of payments or 
enforcement or reinstatement of the Trust Deed; 
Any document indicating or pertaining to the existence of any assurance against default on the 
obligation under the Note, or the performance of such assurance. 
mse to this matter is greatly appreciated, 
Property Case Manager 
Commonwealth Property Advocates 
10291 Souch 1300 East, Suite 120 • Sandy, Utah 84094 
January 29,2010 
GtiMortgage, Inc. 
?0 Box 6006 
The Lakes, Nevada 88901 
RE: 3152 East Hillside Drive, Eagle Mountain, Utah 84005 
Promissory Note Dated: June 2, 2008 
Current Servicing #: 20055146144 
Tax/Parcel #: 46-536-O408 
To whom it may concern: 
This office is in possession of a lawful Quit Claim Deed recorded on December 31,2009 (see enclosed) whereby 
the Grantor Jens Baker k Dwayne 1C Watson Trustees of the DKW Irrevocable Trust (as the sole and separate 
property of Michelle Allred) sold Grantor's interest in the above referenced property to Commonwealth 
Property Advocates (CPA) subject to any current hens. 
CP A may be interested in curing any possible default of said property and / or buying out the promissory note 
attached thereto. To that end, we would like to establish contact with the person(s) who presently hold or assert 
any interest in the obligation evidenced by said Note and purported to be secured by said Trust Deed. 
Therefore, please provide within ten (10) days, in writing, at the address above, responses to the following 
inquiries: 
1. The amount required to cure any possible default 
2. The current balance of the obligors promissory note. 
3. Name, address (street and e-mail), and telephone number of all providers of credit or funding enabling 
the making of the referenced loan. 
4. Name, address (street and e-mail), and telephone number of any person who paid the originator a fee in 
connection with said loan. 
5. Name, address (street and e-mail), and telephone number of the present possessor of the original Note. 
6. Whether the obligation represented by such note has been in any manner combined, aligned, 
consolidated, conglomerated, or pooled with other obligations to create a pool of obligations to provide a 
basis for issuance of a security or securities of any kind. 
7. If the response to six (6) is affirmative: 
a. Name, address (street and e-mail), and telephone number of all persons who authorized or 
participated therein; 
b The total amount of such combined obligations and the nature and description of other obligations 
combined with the obligation under said Note, 
c. Whether any such securities were issued and, if so, the form thereof, the date thereof, the number 
thereof, and the identities (name, addresses, telephone numbers) of all issuers and issuees, 
d The value as issued of such securities; 
e Whether there was obtained by any person in connection with such issuance any assurance, m the 
torm of a "credit default swap" or otherwise, against default on any of the underlying obligations, 
and, in this connection, the identity of any person obtaining such assurance, the identity of any 
person issuing such assurance, the amount of such assurance, and the identity of the person who 
paid the consideration for such assurance; 
f. Whether there has been any collection on any such assurance, and, if so, the date thereof, the amount 
thereof, and the identity of the payee. 
8. A full accounting of any disposition you have made of all payment under said Note. 
9. Whether you are presently in contact with any of the persons identified in your prior responses, and, if 
so: 
a. The identity of any such person receiving any payment from collections on such Note; 
b. The identity of any person who has provided any instruction regarding any proceeding to enforce 
such Trust Deed, and the precise nature of such instruction; 
10. Whether there has occurred any transfer, assignment, or conveyance in whole or in part of the Trust 
Deed, and, if so: 
a. The date thereof; 
b. The identity of the transferee, assignee or conveyee; 
c. Any information showing the recording or publication of such transfer, assignment or conveyance. 
11 If Mortgage Electric Registration Systems, Inc. (MERS) was nominated as beneficiary at any time during 
the course of this loan, please describe any consideration provided by MERS for its nomination as 
beneficiary under the Trust Deed. Explain the rights and duties of MERS as nominee. Explain !:he rights 
and duties of the original lender following such nomination. 
12. Attach to your responses all documents of any kind, in whatever form, including electronic records, 
which contain, disclose, substantiate or in any manner pertain to your responses, including, without 
limitation: 
a. Any document by which MERS became the nominee beneficiary of the Trust Deed; 
b. Any document in any manner disclosing or pertaining to the transfer of any interest in the obligation 
evidenced by the Note; 
c. Any document in any manner connected with issuance of any security based in any part upon the 
obligation represented by the Note; 
d. Any document disclosing or indicating present possession and location of the Note; 
e. Any document pertaining in any manner to transfer of the Trust Deed; 
f. Any document disclosing or indicating the present servicer of the Note; 
g. Any document disclosing or indicating the present disposition of any person presently having any 
interest in the obligation representing the Note respecting collection and distribution of payments or 
enforcement or reinstatement of the Trust Deed; 
h. Any document indicating or pertaining to the existence of any assurance against default on the 
obligation under the Note, or the performance of such assurance. 
Your thtfeiy response to this matter is greatly appreciated, 
SnaT^rTConnelly _ _ 
Property Case Manager 
Law Offices of E. Craig Smay 
174 E. South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
February 8, 2010 
PaulMHailiday 
376 East 400 South Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
R£: 3152 East Hillside Drive, Eagle Mountain, Utah 84005 
Tax/ Parcel*: 46-536-0408 
To Whom it May Concern: 
Please be advised that I represent Commonwealth Property Advocates. On December 3L 2009, my client recorded 
its interest in the above referenced property. On, my client contacted your offices in order to notify you of its interest 
in resolving any possible defaults and/or buying out any promissory note attached thereto. To date, my dient has 
not receive a qualified response. 
I am aware of significant violations of the law by lenders who have claimed to be lawfully entitled to enforce a debt 
and/or foreclose a trust deed, but who in reality held nothing more than a photocopy /electronic copy of the original 
pTOrtvissory note, etc. after having transferred, assigned, sold, or securitized the original note. This practice may 
unlawfully subject borrowers to potential multiple and unpredictable recoveries or attempts to recover and may 
render impossible proper discharge and satisfaction of an obligation. Therefore, in order to protect my client's rights 
under the law, I will need all documentation proving that you are, in fact, entitled to foreclose the aforementioned 
property. Please provide the following documentation and information within ten (10) days; failure to do so will be 
your admission that you are not a proper party in this matter and I will consider this matter resolved .and closed: 
1. Prior to my personal inspectioa date to be determined, please provide a certified color copy (front and 
back) of any original application/contract showing that you are, in fact, the proper party to foreclose the the 
subject trust deed. Should this matter end up in court, production of the original promissory note will be 
required. 
2. If you are not the lawful assignee of the note, please provide a detailed explanation and supporting 
documentation demonstrating your right to enforce said note. 
3. If the note has been transferred, assigned, sold, or securitized, please provide a detailed explanation and 
supporting documentation demonstrating: 
a. All transfers, etc of the debt since it's inception; 
b. The identity of the current lawful assignee of the note; 
c. * The circumstances under which the holder acquired the note; 
d. the value paid (if any) and/or consideration given; 
e. The terms of the transfer of rights; 
f. The date of transfer; 
g. The status of the account at the time of transfer; and 
h. All affidavits of assignments connected to the note. 
4. If you are an attorney, please provide verification of your engagement for this purpose. 
Assuming that you can provide all the foregoing explanations and supporting documentation proving you are the 
proper party to foreclose the subject trust deed, please consider this your Notice that 1 am demanding a full 
verification, validation and investigation of this alleged debt, by providing all of the following: 
1. A complete hi6tory of the account and all associated documents connected with the alleged debt; 
2. A complete accounting of the transaction (including, but not limited to, the origination of funds, allocation 
of fees and payments, and all off-balance sheet transactions); 
3. Details of any/ all applicable taxable events or filings (including, but not limited to, any charge-off of the 
account); 
1 
4. All payments made in connection with the note by or to any third parties (including any insurance 
payments,, bailout hinds, fees to third parties, etc). 
If this debt is determined to be valid, the information above will be essential in determining the proper person(s) to 
receive payments under the obligation, or to negotiate payment or reinstatement of the obligatioa or to obtain 
acknowledgment of proper application of payments. 
Please consider this your notice to cease and desist all commiunication with my client as 1 will be handling this cas^ 
and, in order to eliminate misunderstandings and maintain well-documented communication in this matter, please 
limit all communication to written correspondence to the address above Any attempts to communicate with my 
client or report any adverse credit rating before this matter is resolved will accrue damages against you should this 
matter end up in court 
I will be vigorously guardirig all of my client's rights under all applicable state and federal laws, including, but not 
limited to, the Uniform Commercial Code, Fair Credit Billing Act, Fair Credit Reporting Act Fair Debt Collection 
Practices Act and Truth in Lending Act. Please govern yourself accordingly in order to prevent future litigation and 
any resulting damages. 
Sincerely, y 
E. Craig Smay 
Attorney at Law 
2 
Law Offices of E. Craig Smay 
174 E. South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
February 8,2010 
GtiMortgage, inc. 
PO Box 6006 
The Lakes, Nevada 88901 
RE: 3152 East Hillside Drive, Eagle Mountain, Utah 84005 
Current Servicing »: 20055146144 
Tax/Parcel ff: 46-536-0408 
To Whom it May Concern: 
Please be advised that I represent Commonwealth Property Advocates. On December 31,2009, my client recorded 
its interest in the above referenced property. On January 29,2010, my client contacted your offices in order to notify 
you of its interest in resolving any possible defaults and /or buying out any promissory note attached thereto. To 
date, my client has not receive a qualified response 
i am aware of significant violations of the law by lenders who have claimed to be lawfully entitled to enforce a debt 
and/or foreclose atrust deed, but who in reality held nothing more than a photocopy/electronic copy of the onginal 
promissory note, etc after having transferred, assigned, sold, or securitized the onginal note. This practice may 
unlawfully subject borrowers to potential multiple and unpredictable recoveries or attempts to recover and may 
render impossible proper discharge and satisfaction of an obligation. Therefore, in order to protect my client's rights 
under the law, I will need all documentation proving that you are, in fact entitled to foreclose the aforementioned 
property. Please provide the following documentation and information within ten (10) days; failure to do so will be 
your admission that you are not a proper party in this matter and 1 will consider this matter resolved and closed 
1. Prior to my personal inspection, date to be determined, please provide a certified color copy (front and 
back) of any original application/ contract sho*vmg that you are, in fact, the proper party to foreclose the the 
subject trust deed. Should this matter end up in court, production of the original promissory note will be 
required. 
2. If you are not the lawful assignee of the note, please provide a detailed explanation and supporting 
documentation demonstrating your nght to enforce said note, 
3. If the note has been transferred, assigned, sold, or securitized, please provide a detailed explanation and 
supporting documentation demonstrating: 
a All transfers, etc. of the debt since it's inception, 
b. The identity of the current lawful assignee of the note; 
c. The circumstances under which the holder acquired the note; 
d. The value paid (if any) and / or consideration given, 
e. The terms of the transfer of rights; 
I The date of transfer; 
g. The status of the account at the time of transfer; and 
h All affidavits of assignments connected to the note. 
4. If you are an attorney, please provide verification of your engagement for this purpose. 
Assuming that you can provide all the foregoing explanations and supporting documentation proving you are the 
proper party to foreclose the subject trust deed, please consider thus your Notice that I am demanding a full 
verification, validation, and investigation of this alleged debt, by providing all of the tallowing: 
1. A complete history of the account and all associated documents connected with the alleged debt; 
2. A complete accounting of the transaction (including, but not limited to, the origination of funds, allocation 
of fees and payments, and all off-balance sheet transactions), 
3. Details of any/ all applicable taxable events or filings (including, but not limited to, any charge-off of the 
1 
account), 
4 All payments made in connection with the note b y or to any third parties (including any insurance 
payments, bailout funds, fees to third parties, etc) 
If this debt is determined to be valid, the information above will be essential m determining the proper person(s) to 
receive payments under the obligation, or to negotiate payment or reinstatement of the obligation, or to obtain 
acknowledgment of proper application of payments 
Please consider this your notice to cease and desist all commurucation with my client as I will be handling this case, 
and, in order to eliminate misunderstandings and maintain well-documented commurucation in this matter, please 
limit all communication to written correspondence to the address above Any attempts to communicate with my 
client or report any adverse credit rating before this mattet u m>olved will accrue damages against you should this 
matter end up in court 
I will be vigorously guarding all of my client's nghts under all applicable state and federal laws, including, but not 
limited to, the Uniform Commercial Code, Fair Credit Billing Act Fair Credit Reporting Act Fair Debt Collection 
Practices Act and Imth in Lending Act Please govern youibelf accordingly m order to prevent future litigation and 
any resulting damages 
Sincerely, 
E Craig Smay 
Attorney at Lawj 
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EtfCTRONICALLY RECORDED 
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN by Paul ML HalKday, Jr., Successor Trustee, a member of the Utah State 
Bar, that a default has occurred under a Trast Deed dated June 2,2008, and executed by Michelle Allied, as Trustor, 
in favor of Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. as Beneficiary, in which First American Title was named 
as Trustee. The Trust Deed was recorded in Utah County, Utah, on June 6,2008, as Entry No. 66488:2008, of 
Official Records, all relating to and describing the real property situated in Utah County, Utah, particularly 
described as follows: 
LOT 408, PLAT "4" MEADOW RANCH SUBDIVISION, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT 
THEREOF ON FILE AND OF RECORD IN THE UTAH COUNTY RECORDERS OFFICE. TAX 
#46-536-0408 
Purportedly known as 3152 East Hillside Drive, Eagle Mountain, UT 84005 (the undersigned 
disclaims liability for any error in the address). 
That the default which has occurred is the breach of obligations under the Trust Deed and Note and includes 
the failure of the Trustor and subsequent owners if any, to pay the monthly installment due and owing September 1, 
2009, and each month up to the date hereof There is also due all of the expenses and fees of these foreclosure 
proceedings. 
The Successor Trustee declares all sums secured thereby immediately due and payable and elects to sell the 
property described in the Trust Deed. The default is subject to reinstatement in accordance with Utah law. All 
reinstatements, assumptions or payoffs must be in lawful money of the United States of America, or certified funds. 
Personal Checks will not be accepted. 
This is an attempt to collect a debt and any information obtained will be used for that 
purpose. 
Dated this 8th day of December, 2009. 
Paul M. Halliday, 
Successor Trustee 
376 East 400 South, Suite 300" 
Salt Lake City, UT 84 i l l 
Telephone: (801) 355-2886 
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri, 8 AM-5PM (MST) 
File No. 33106 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
: ss. 
County of Salt Lake ) 
T!IL funding iiiauuiiicm was udkiiowicugcu bcfoie me mis Decembei 8, 2t>U9. oy t'aui M 
1 lalliday, Jr., the Successor Trustee. 
. — - — • — — «•» — «• 
Notary Public . 
NICHOLAS LABRUM * 
Ctimmittton #57635* 
My CommMSion £xp<r«s 
October 28,2012 I 
State of Utah ! 
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ENT 1 2 6 3 3 9 : 2 0 0 9 PC 1 of 1 
R o d n e y D . C a m p b e l l 
UTAH COUNTY RECORDER 
2009 Dec OS 4 : 1 1 pf! FEE 10 00 BY CS 
RECORDED FOR HALLIDAY & KA1KINS, P . C . 
ElfCTRONKALLY RECORDED 
SUBSTITUTION OF TRUSTEE 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that Paul M. Halliday, Jr., 376 East 400 South, Suite 300., Salt 
Lake City, UT 84111, is hereby appointed Successor Trustee under that certain written Trust Deed dated 
June 2,2008, executed by Michelle Alired, as Trustor, in which Mortgage Electronic Registration 
Systems, Inc. was named as Beneficiary, but CitiMortgage, Inc. being the present Beneficiary, and First 
American Title as Trustee, and filed for record in the office of the County Recorder of Utah County, 
State of Utah, on June 6, 2008, as Entry No. 66488:2008, of Official Records. 
follows: 
Said real property is situated in Utah County, State of Utah, and more particularly described as 
LOT 408, PLAT "4" MEADOW RANCH SUBDIVISION, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL 
PLAT THEREOF ON FILE AND OF RECORD IN THE UTAH COUNTY RECORDER'S 
OFFICE. TAX# 46-536-0408 
The Beneficiary ratifies and confirms any action taken on the Beneficiaty's behalf by the heTein 
appointed Successor Trustee prior to the recording of the Substitution of Trustee. 
Dated this 8th day of December, 2009. 
Ci t iMor t^^Jnc 
Bv: i&uA. 
PaulM.Halliday.Jr. 
Its Authorized Agent 
State of Utah 
County of Salt Lake 
) 
:ss. 
) 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this December 8,2009 by Paul M. 
Halliday, Jr., the Authorized Agent. 
~~"~ Notary Public
 ( 
4
 7 stataofJJ^^J 
Notary Pfu^ Mc 
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HAULIDAY & WATKINS, P.C 
376 Ha*t 400 South, Surte 300 
S*liUkeCky.Uiab84Ill 
LOAN #2005514614 
F1LE# 3 2 > \ n i 0 
BiT 973:2010 PCI of 1 ,, 
Rodney D- Campbel 1 
UTAH COUNTY RECORDER 
2010 )an 06 10:21 a i F E 10.00 BY CS 
RECORDED FOR HALLIDAY 6 HMKINS, P.C. 
ELEOHDNiaLLY RECORDED 
ASSIGNMENT OF DEED OF TRUST 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, MORTGAGE 
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., a corporation, hereby sells, assigns and transfers 
without recourse to CITIMORTGAGE, INC, 5280 Corporate Drive, Frederick, MD 21703, ail 
beneficial interest under that certain Deed of Trust dated JUNE 2,2008, and executed by MICHELLE 
ALLRED, as Trustor, to, as Trustee, and recorded in the office of the County Recorder of UTAH County, 
State of Utah, on 6/6/08, as 66488:2008, of Official Records, describing and relating to the real property 
situated in UTAH County, State of Utah, particularly described as follows: 
LOT 408. PLAT "4* MEADOW RANCH SUBDIVISION, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT 
THEREOF ON FILE AND OF RECORD IN THE UTAH COUNTY RECORDER'S OFFICE, 
TAX #46-536-0408 
Together with the note or notes herein described or referred to, the money due and to become due 
thereon with interest, and all rights accrued or to accrue under said Deed of Trust. 
Effective Date: IXfoU>f^bO^ 
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION 
SYSTEMS, INC. 
Kim Kraxcwiak, Vice President 
STATE OF MISSOURI) 
County of St Charles) 
:ss. 
On DEC 2 3 2HD9 before me JQtaobLjJjuecke- _, Notary Public, 
personally appeared Kim Krakoviak, Vice President personally known to me, or proved to me on the basis of 
satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and duly 
acknowledged to me his/her/their signature^) on the instrument the person(s) or the entity upon behalf of 
which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument 
ki __ _J.LUBCKE 
Notary Puttie-Notary S«ai 
Bate Of Missouri 
9LChartes County 
Comrrwjsion #06672783 , 
MyCommiMan hpm 11/TH/gOlg | 
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57-1-35. Trust deeds - Transfer of secured debts as transfer of security. 
The transfer of any debt secured by a trust deed shall operate as a transfer of the security 
therefor. 
78A-3-102. Supreme Court jurisdiction. 
(1) The Supreme Court has original jurisdiction to answer questions of state law certified 
by a court of the United States. 
(2) The Supreme Court has original jurisdiction to issue all extraordinary writs and 
authority to issue all writs and process necessary to carry into effect its orders, judgments, and 
decrees or in aid of its jurisdiction. 
(3) The Supreme Court has appellate jurisdiction, including jurisdiction of interlocutory 
appeals, over: 
(a) a judgment of the Court of Appeals; 
(b) cases certified to the Supreme Court by the Court of Appeals prior to final judgment 
by the Court of Appeals; 
(c) discipline of lawyers; 
(d) final orders of the Judicial Conduct Commission; 
(e) final orders and decrees in formal adjudicative proceedings originating with: 
(i) the Public Service Commission; 
(ii) the State Tax Commission; 
(iii) the School and Institutional Trust Lands Board of Trustees; 
(iv) the Board of Oil, Gas, and Mining; 
(v) the state engineer; or 
(vi) the executive director of the Department of Natural Resources reviewing actions of 
the Division of Forestry, Fire, and State Lands; 
(f) final orders and decrees of the district court review of informal adjudicative 
proceedings of agencies under Subsection (3)(e); 
(g) a final judgment or decree of any court of record holding a statute of the United 
States or this state unconstitutional on its face under the Constitution of the United States or the 
Utah Constitution; 
(h) interlocutory appeals from any court of record involving a charge of a first degree or 
capital felony; 
(i) appeals from the district court involving a conviction or charge of a first degree felony 
or capital felony; 
(j) orders, judgments, and decrees of any court of record over which the Court of Appeals 
does not have original appellate jurisdiction; and 
(k) appeals from the district court of orders, judgments, or decrees ruling on legislative 
subpoenas. 
(4) The Supreme Court may transfer to the Court of Appeals any of the matters over 
which the Supreme Court has original appellate jurisdiction, except: 
(a) capital felony convictions or an appeal of an interlocutory order of a court of record 
involving a charge of a capital felony; 
(b) election and voting contests; 
(c) reapportionment of election districts; 
(d) retention or removal of public officers; 
(e) matters involving legislative subpoenas; and 
CO those matters described in Subsections (3)(a) through (d). 
(5) The Supreme Court has sole discretion in granting or denying a petition for writ of 
certiorari for the review of a Court of Appeals adjudication, but the Supreme Court shall review 
those cases certified to it by the Court of Appeals under Subsection (3)(b). 
(6) The Supreme Court shall comply with the requirements of Title 63G Chapter 4 
Administrative Procedures Act, in its review of agency adjudicative proceedings! 
78A-3-103. Supreme Court — Rulemaking, judges pro tempore, and practice of 
law. 
(1) The Supreme Court shall adopt rules of procedure and evidence for use in the courts 
of the state and shall by rule manage the appellate process. The Legislature may amend the rules 
of procedure and evidence adopted by the Supreme Court upon a vote of two-thirds of all 
members of both houses of the Legislature. 
(2) Except as otherwise provided by the Utah Constitution, the Supreme Court by rule 
may authorize retired justices and judges and judges pro tempore to perform any judicial duties. 
Judges pro tempore shall be citizens of the United States, Utah residents, and admitted to practice 
law in Utah. 
(3) The Supreme Court shall by rule govern the practice of law, including admission to 
practice law and the conduct and discipline of persons admitted to the practice of law. 
Rule 12(b) URCP 
(b) How presented. Every defense, in law or fact, to claim for relief in any pleading, whether a 
claim, counterclaim, cross-claim, or third-party claim, shall be asserted in the responsive 
pleading thereto if one is required, except that the following defenses may at the option of the 
pleader be made by motion: (1) lack of jurisdiction over the subject matter, (2) lack of 
jurisdiction over the person, (3) improper venue, (4) insufficiency of process, (5) insufficiency of 
service of process, (6) failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, (7) failure to join 
an indispensable party. A motion making any of these defenses shall be made before pleading if a 
further pleading is permitted. No defense or objection is waived by being joined with one or 
more other defenses or objections in a responsive pleading or motion or by further pleading after 
the denial of such motion or objection. If a pleading sets forth a claim for relief to which the 
adverse party is not required to serve a responsive pleading, the adverse party may assert at the 
trial any defense in law or fact to that claim for relief. If, on a motion asserting the defense 
numbered (6) to dismiss for failure of the pleading to state a claim upon which relief can be 
granted, matters outside the pleading are presented to and not excluded by the court, the motion 
shall be treated as one for summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule 56, and all 
parties shall be given reasonable opportunity to present all material made pertinent to such a 
motion by Rule 56. 
